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• Public Affairs
Committee recommends
Diamond for position
Public Affairs Director, John
Diamond. (File photo.)
By Sam Bailey
Volunteer Writer
After weeks of deliberation, the
search committee charged with
appointing a new Director of Pub-
lic Affairs announced Wednesday
that Acting Director John Diamond
will be recommended for the posi-
tion.
Diamond has an extensive
background in both journalism and
politics. He has worked for several
news organizations including The
Lewiston Daily Sun and the Maine
Public Broadcast Network. As a
democratic state legislator he
served four two-year terms from
1980 to 1988, and in the second
half of his legislative career he was
House Majority Leader. In August
of 1992 he was named by Presi-
dent Fred Hutchinson to the post of
Acting Director of Public Affairs.
Diamond said he believes his
background has added to the abil-
ity of Public Affairs to communi-
cate with its various constituen-
cies, which he identified as includ-
ing students, faculty, alumni, the
state's media, the general public
and state government.
The head of the search commit-
tee agreed that Diamond's back-
ground was a very strong point in
his favor.
"The job description written by
the president emphasized famil-
iarity with the state and the area,
and because he was a graduate of
this university and raised in Bang-
See DIAMOND on page 6
• Republican
Candidates for
various offices speak
minds at forum
Election
By Chris
DeBeck
Staff Writer
Fewer govern-
ment regulations
on businesses are required for
Maine and the nation, according to
Republican candidates for higher
office.
The candidates, ranging from
the state Legislature, governor, and
the United States Congress, gave
their views during a forum spon-
sored by the Orono Republican
Committee and the College Re-
publicans.
Ted Curtis, seeking a return to
the state Legislature from District
124, said he will work to provide
money for education, at all levels.
"My highest priority, if elect-
ed, is to get more money for educa-
tion," Curtis said.
The consequences, he added,
are severe for Maine.
"This is not good," Curtis said
in explaining the current education
funding situation. "It's not good
for the students, not good for the
state, not good for the university."
As a member of the Orono
school board, Curtis said he sees
the impact of reduction of state
appropriations in trying to budget
for Orono schools.
"Over the last four years, Orono
has lost $800,000 in state aid,"
Curtis said, "and we still run a
school department that's first rate.
"That's got to change."
Brent Littlefield, former Stu-
dent Government president, an-
nounced his intentions of seeking
the District 124 seat.
Since no other Republican can-
didate has yet stepped forward,
Littlefield could likely run against
Democrat Kathleen Stevens, the
incumbent representative from
District 130, which included the
University of Maine and part of
Orono.
Littlefield explained the dis-
trict needs a strong representative
to be an advocate for UMaine, to
do constituent work at home, and
to communicate events in Augusta
back to the community.
"I looked at what was going on
See REPUBLICANS
on page 6
Rescue
Duncan MacDougall, first-year mechanical engineering
tech. major has a little problem freeing his kite from a tree
at Stodder Field. The kites and BBQ were sponsored by
Stodder Commons. (Boyd photo.)
• Democrats
Candidates
meet in
Union
By F. J.
Election Gallagher
'94 Staff Writer
In the informal
setting of the Bang-
or Lounge, all seven Democratic can-
didates for the 2nd District Congres-
sional seat participated in a panel
discussion in the Memorial Union
yesterday afternoon.
The candidates addressed issues
such as welfare reform, health care
reform and the role of government in
people's lives.
The discussion, sponsored by the
College Democrats of the University
of Maine, was moderated by Bangor
Daily News Editorial Page Editor A.
Mark Woodward.
The candidates opened with two-
minute statements outlining their
backgrounds, then took turns respond-
ing to questions that the College Dem-
ocrats had submitted to Woodward.
State Sen. John Baldocri (D-Bang-
or) said that the state of Maine needs
to figure out a way to produce jobs to
See DEMOCRATS
on page 8
• Profile
Franco-American Center
employee has lived culture
By John Black
Staff Writer
Talk to Rhea Cote Robbins and it
becomes evident she's happy to see a
resurgence in Franco-American cul-
ture. It hasn't always been this way, as
she can attest.
Born and raised in Waterville, a
heavily populated Franco city, Cote
Robbins worked much of her child-
hood in the family garden with her
parents and three brothers.
"I think an important aspect of
who we were was the fact that we
knew that we belonged to the land,
Cote Robbins said. "My family came
from farms in Quebec so we were
fortunate to have land and farms while
still living in the city limits. I know a
lot of people that lived in the south end
lived in tenements and houses that
had small plots of land."
Leaving the mill town atmosphere
and embarking on a life of her own
Cote Robbins became more in tune
with her Franco heritage.
"It wasn't a thing that was taught,
it was something we were living,"
Cote Robbins said, referring to her
childhood culture. "The history and
the learning came after—along time
after. I would ask my father questions
Rhea Cote Robbins, editor of le Forum Franco-American Cen-
ter publication. (Boyd photo.)
and there wasn't a pride that you
should know who you were. I think
too much had been ridiculed and
even my family was laughing at him
and I when I was asking him to to tell
me stories of the family. I'm the one
today who knows the family stories
because I took the time to ask my
dad."
The role of storyteller remains a
See ROBBINS on page 4
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'Briefs • Authorities extend South 
Africa's first all race elections
• Yeltsin says CIA spy case is anti-Russian in nature
• Saddam Hussein turns 57
• Elections
South Africa voting extended a day
1 JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — Authorities yesterday extendedvoting in South Africa's historic election an extra day in some regions after millions
of voters overwhelmed the polls.
Instead of ending as scheduled at 7 p.m. Thursday, balloting in the six areas — all former
black homelands — was extended for 24 hours, the Transitional Election Council said.
Counting of the votes will not start until Saturday morning, a day later than scheduled.
"The IEC is satisfied that because of its difficulties in provisioning those areas, the
voters there have not had a fair and free opportunity to express their views," said Judge
Johann Kriegler, head of the Independent Electoral Commission, which organized the vote
that began Tuesday.
Kriegler spoke shortly after Nelson Mandela charged that "massive sabotage" had
deprived many polling stations of ballots and other voting materials. Mandela, in an
interview carried by the South African Broadcasting Corp., said most of the problems
occurred in black areas.
IEC officials said they had no evidence of widespread sabotage, but they acknowledged
that logistical problems had made it difficult to get voting materials to polling stations in
rural areas.
Kriegler said voting should be extended 24 hours, through Friday, in the eastern region
of KwaZulu; in Transkei-Ciskei in the southeast; and in the region encompassing Lebowa,
• Sanctions
Iraqis celebrate
Hussein's 57th birthday
3 NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Iraqis celebrated Sad-dam Hussein' s 57th birthday Thursday with vigils
and prayer services in Baghdad and other cities in
what state-run media described as an outpouring of
loyalty.
But there was no word on whether Saddam appeared in
public. Reports published in the West suggest he has be-
come increasingly concerned about his safety as economic
sanctions inflict hardship and misery on Iraqis.
It was impossible to determine whether the Iraqis who
did turn out for the festivities, organized by government
committees, did so out of loyalty to Saddam or because they
feared retribution from his secret police.
Sanctions were imposed in August 1990 after Iraq in-
vaded Kuwait, and public discontent has spread even to
Saddam' s Sunni Muslim minority, long a key pillar of the
Baghdad regime.
The official Iraqi News Agency, monitored in Nicosia,
reported that "large crowds" took part in all-night vigils,
but it gave no specific numbers.
• Historic decision
Japan's prime minister
forms minority cabinet
4 TOKYO (AP) — Prime Minister Tsutomu Hatanamed a minority Cabinet today, a move that may
number his days in office and prolong Japan's trade
and economic stalemates.
Hata failed in a final attempt to lure the Socialists — the
largest block— back into Japan's ruling coalition, forcing him
to form the country's first minority government in 39 years.
With less than a majority in the powerful lower house of
Parliament, Hata' s government could face legislative gridlock.
Delays in naming a Cabinet have already seriously
delayed action on several key issues, including a budget for
the fiscal year that began nearly four weeks ago, U.S. trade
demands, and tax reform.
Many analysts predicted Hata would soon be forced to
dissolve Parliament's lower house and call new elections.
The new Cabinet is expected to try to continue the
reformist policies of the previous administration of Morihi-
ro Hosokawa, who resigned as prime minister nearly three
weeks ago over financial improprieties.
"It would have been better if we could have taken more
time to persuade the Socialists, and created a stable majority
government," said the new government spokesman, Hi-
roshi Kumagai. "But because of the many pressing issues,
we couldn't allow a halt in politics any longer."
• CIA
Yelstn. says spy case is political scheme
2 MOSCOW (AP) — President Boris Yeltsin expressed irritation at the high-profile prosecution of Aldrich Ames as a Russian spy inside the CIA and said
Moscow will only strengthen its intelligence effort.
On the eve of Ames' expected guilty plea in a Virginia courtroom today, Yeltsin
visited the headquarters of Russia's Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR), formerly the
KGB, and complained Wednesday that a "political campaign" had developed around the
spy case.
"The real motives and goals of this anti-Russian activity have a clearly political color.
American intelligence is increasing its efforts to acquire agents in Russia. But the U.S.
secret agencies think the SVR and its military colleagues have no right to do the same,"
Yeltsin said in a speech to his intelligence officers.
"I can assure you that Russia will no longer put up with such discrimination," he said.
Foreign correspondents were not allowed to accompany Yeltsin on the visit to the
secret spy center in the Moscow suburb of Yasenovo. But a copy of the eight-page speech
was provided to The Associated Press by the president's office on today.
His remarks echoed Cold War rhetoric, and the speech reflected Russia's changing
foreign policy, which has become more active and independent since extreme nation-
alists and Communists made a strong showing in last December's parliamentary
elections.
• Romanian TV
Network to sue for
blocking Easter program
5 BUCHAREST, Romania (AP) —The U.S.-basedChristian Broadcasting Network said it would sue
Romanian television for refusing to broadcast Easter
programs that Romanian TV executives claimed were fun-
damentalist proselytizing.
A top CBN executive said Thursday his company would
seek an unspecified financial payment from Romanian
television because it reneged on an agreement to broadcast
the four programs.
"They were inspiring, uplifting and family-orientated"
programs, Dick Thomas, CBN' s marketing director, said at
a news conference.
But their content was unacceptable to state TV execu-
tives.
"The programs were just a pretext for a large campaign
... to promote Baptist, Pentecostal and Evangelical church-
es," said George Serafim, deputy state TV director.
Nearly 90 percent of Romania's population is Christian
Orthodox, which celebrates Easter this week.
State television officials said CBN had reneged on script
agreements, saying the final programs had a much stronger
religious message than had been originally accepted.
• Prison
Egyptian court sentences
blind cleric to 7 years
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — A security court on Thurs-
day sentenced an Egyptian cleric, who also faces
charges in the United States, to seven years in prison
for his role in a 1989 demonstration in which three
policemen were injured.
The Egyptian court convicted and sentenced Sheik Omar
Abdel-Rahman on charges that he was acquitted of in 1990
for lack of evidence. Shortly after his acquittal, he received
a U.S. visa and moved to the United States.
Abdel-Rahman is being held in a federal prison in
Otisville, N.Y., 70 miles northwest of New York City, on
immigration and conspiracy charges. He is accused of
conspiring to overthrow the United States government by
plotting a series of bombings, kidnappings and murders.
It was not clear whether Cairo would seek to extradite
the cleric.
Abdel-Rahman, 55, blind and diabetic, was convicted in
Egypt of illegal possession of a firearm and using violence
against the police in Fayoum, the sheik's hometown 50
miles southwest of Cairo.
Of 46 men tried with him, 31 were acquitted, one died
before the trial and one was hanged in another case.
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• Religion
Professor says
universe is no accident
Prof. Douglas Bousfield describes a
possible connection between religion
and science Wedndesday night in Lit-
tle Hall. (Page photo.)
It is highly improbable life could have
begun and evolved in the way it has.
There had to have been an intelligent
creator.
That was the message of a University
of Maine professor Wednesday night in
Little Hall.
Doug Bousfield, associate professor
of chemical engineering, hosted "Scien-
tific Evidence for the Existence of God."
The program was sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ.
"There is a lot of scientific evidence
pointing to the existence of God, not
proof of a particular god," Bousfield said.
Bousfield showed a video of a lecture
by Texas A&M University Mechanical
Engineer Professor Walter Bradley.
In the video, Bradley gave a brief
tutorial of the role DNA and other mol-
ecules play in the development of life.
According to Bradley, the chances of
the right molecules forming the right
way at the right time are low.
Bousfield said the big-bang theory,
which says the universe began as a sin-
gle, superdense primeval atom that ex-
ploded, has buffered the belief of a su-
preme being.
"There had to have been a creator of
the big bang," he said. "Somebody had
to have provided the energy" to cause it.
One member of the audience said,"We
are living proof of the improbability" of
a supreme being because Earth is the
only planet in the universe known to
have life. If life was created by a su-
preme being, he asked, why not have life
on other planets?
Bousfield said the inability of scien-
tists to recreate anything resembling life
is further evidence of a supreme being.
We will probably never know the
truth of whether a supreme being exists
or ever existed, Bousfield said.
"We have to make judgments of
whether there is a god or not based on all
we can now understand," he said. Be
careful of which philosophy you choose
to explain life, he said.
"Take a perspective that looks for
truth," he added.
• Women in the Curriculum
Poet shared Jewish
literature with listeners
By Laxmi Vallury
Staff Writer
Irena Kleptisz, Jewish Lesbian poet
and Yiddish translator, shared some of her
poetry with the University of Maine ad-
ministrators and students. She spoke at the
Women in the Curriculum Lunch Series
on Wednesday. The topic was titled "Cre-
ating Contemporary Jewish Literature: A
Feminist Perspective."
Anne Schonberger, director of the
Women in the Curriculum program said
Kleptisz came to the United States in 1945.
She received her doctorate in English liter-
ature from the University of Chicago.
During her lifetime, she has served as a
translator and taught a variety of creative
writing and Jewish, Yiddish and Women's
studies courses. Schonberger said Klep-
tisz devoted a great deal of her life to
activism in the field of lesbian, feminist
and class issues and the Israeli-Palestine
conflict.
The poetry reading at the lunch pro-
gram reflects some of these concerns. The
selections were from one of her numerous
books, "A Few Words in the Mother
Tongue: Poems Selected and New."
Kleptisz began with one of her long,
prose poems, its Yiddish title means "Pre-
destined" in English. In it, she explores the
legacy of being born in Eastern Europe and
living in America, and how the two expe-
riences converge.
Her writing explores various strains of
her life. She said her work largely focuses
on survival and what it means to be a
survivor of the Holocaust. In 1973, she
came out as a lesbian and later became
active in the feminist movement. She said
her feminism is often incorporated into
the politics of growing up in a Jewish
socialist environment.
Her poem "Work Sonnets" uses dif-
ferent voices and tries to capture several
things at once. She said a lot of people do
not see it as a Jewish poem because it is
not related to the Holocaust or Yiddish.
"To me it is quintessential Jewish writ-
ing," she said. Also included in the poem
are issues of class and feminism. The
poem focuses on the women's movement
of class and allegiance. It looks at femi-
nists who appreciate class difference and
still become part of a social structure that
cannot change it.
Kleptisz has also done a lot of work for
the Israeli-Palestine conflict. "Sixty-Sev-
en Remembered" is dedicated to Hannah
who lived in Israel and whom Kleptisz
met in Chicago. According to Kleptisz,
the poem asks, "How do you move peo-
ple? How do you get them to change?"
She said it focuses on her own psychology
at the time of the 1967 war, a time of
See WIC on page 4
The Maine Campus
wants you to apply for the following
Arts Editor
Sports Editors
Opinion Editor
Volunteer Coordinator
Internal & External Editors
Production Artists &
Staff Writers
Applicants need not be journalism majors.
Come down to the basement of Lord Hall and fill out an application. •
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Robbins from page 1
part of her heritage. Cote Robbins takes pride in,
a smile coming to her face as she tries to explain
how she has become such a person.
"It's my belief that there is someone within
the family that is interested, almost like it's a
birthright or a gift given to someone," Cote
Robbins said. "If you're interested you ask the
questions because there are definitely people
within families that are not interested. They
have other jobs or roles in the family. I think I
was the one who was interested because some-
howl feel like it was my gift, or my role, or my
birthright, like I was the recorder of history."
After graduating in 1971 from Waterville
High School, Cote Robbins then spent the next
four years living in Bangor and Portland. In
that span she had three children. After two
years of studying art at the University of
Maine Presque Isle, she came to Orono to
study journalism, changed to art, and finally
settled in as a secondary English major, getting
her degree in 1985.
Cote Robbins began teaching English at
Bangor as well as Brewer High School. Diag-
nosed with breast cancer in 1986, she was
forced to step away from teaching to recuperate.
"It doesn't affect everybody around you so
you're in a place of ways or being which has an
effect on you," Cote Robbins said of the cancer.
"Your values change after you've had a close
call like that. You just don't see things the same.
I drive slower now," she adds jokingly.
A friend, Mary Margaret Colman, told her
of a job available at the Franco-American Cen-
ter and soon thereafter Cote Robbins had a new
job. Cote Robbins suffered another bout with
breast cancer in 1992. Currently in remission,
i 's never far from her mind.
Available at partiopaling
KFC if restaurants
Includes white/dark
pieces Extra charge for
Skinfree Cnspy Chscken
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KFC 1992
"The statistics say on the outside 10 to 15
years from contraction, that's what I've read,"
Cote Robbins said. "I don't know if I'm going
to prove the statistics wrong or if they're going
to prove themselves right. I think it's something
that colors who you are. I have to renegotiate
who Jam, to myself and to the world. It's a long
process."
A tattoo on her hysterectomy scar has aided
her in the healing process.
"To me that's part of the reclaiming of a
whole woman," Cote Robbins said. "The thing
about tattoos in the catholic culture, that! grew
up with, is that once you had a tattoo you would
go to hell. That's very much against my culture
to get a tattoo so I have to negotiate with my
original culture in order to enter the tattoo
culture. Basically !believe I'm not going to hell,
but that thought is there."
Since she began as an editor nine years ago
at Le Forum, formerly known as Le F.A.R.O.G.
Forum, Cote Robbins andpublisher/editor Yvon
Labbe have strived to make the publication and
the center a recognizable part of the academic
community.
"I think they've (UMaine administrators)
come to appreciate the Franco-American Cen-
ter more," Cote Robbins said. "This is probably
because of the multi-culturalism diversity awak-
ening within the institution. The Franco-Amer-
ican Center has always been there but I think
how it has been seen is changed. Before it was
tolerated, and now it's getting more support. It's
important for this state, because 40 percent of
the state heritage is Franco-American."
Le Forum has recently, beginning with the
winter 1994 issue, undergone a major face-lift.
The "tabazine" has been redesigned and
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F.A.R.O.G. (which stands for Franco American
Resource Opportunity Group) dropped from the
title and relocated inside. Cote Robbins believes
it was necessary to keep F.A.R.O.G.because it
derives from the slur "frog", a name given to the
French, and one she said she believes is worth
reclaiming. Another reason for the resurgence of
the Franco culture at the University of Maine can
be traced to President Fred Hutchinson.
"I think President Hutchinson, although he
is not Franco-American, I think he does under-
stand Maine and Maine's people," Cote Rob-
bins said. "Things seem to be converging all at
once, after a 20-year hiatus. There will be
Franco-American studies offered here at the
University of Maine and this will be known
internationally as the place to come to study
Franco-American."
Despite the fact she isn't as adept as she
would like at writing the language, Cote Rob-
bins isn't afraid to admit she has taken a slightly
different path in learning the language than
others.
"I think! represent a lot of Franco-Ameri-
cans, my written French is almost nil, it's very
rough" Cote Robbins said. "My reading skills
have been honed on the job. So basically my
French is an oral French. It happens and! don't
think I'm an oddity in the Franco culture."
COte Robbins has not force fed the language
to her children, instead allowing them to learn
on their own without pressure.
"I didn't want to give my kids my accent,"
COte Robbins said. "I never spoke French to my
children and two of them have the language,
have studied the language, and the third one has
just started. It's up to them and they've learned
well. They've learned how to be very non-
committal to cultural things. We need to break
down the barriers which divide us from our
cultures. We did a helluva goodjob setting them
up now we need to tear them down, and that's
not going to be easy."
Though she has no intention of leaving the
center, especially at a time when everything
seems to be falling into place, Cote Robbins said
she hopes to be accepted as a graduate student
for creative writing. Her dream to write a
novel.
"I have a huge personal wish, desire, love,
I don't know what you want to call it, to write.
What I want to do is to write a great Franco-
American novel. It hasn't been written yet. It's
going to be about Waterville, too. We're going
to put that little town right on the map."
WIC from page 3
Israeli occupation. The poem also al-
ludes to the Palestinians fleeing the ter-
ritories, and the Rabbian control over
Israeli marriages and social life.
The complexities and issues in her life
converge in her poem titled, "All-purpose
Poem." She said she is always asked to
read her lesbian, Yiddish or English poet-
ry. "All-Purpose Poem,"written in En-
glish and Yiddish, deals with multicultur-
al consciousness. She said people always
want to go back to one's roots, but it is
often difficult to do so. The major difficul-
ty resides in "reclaiming language itself
because of all kinds of issues in the lan-
guage, because sexism and prejudice is
always built into language," she said. The
poem is both a tribute and critique of
language.
The lunch program ended with an
audience discussion.
Check this.
Final check requests are due!
All groups that will be needing checks from Student
Government, Inc. before the end of the semester should
fill out a request and turn it in before Friday, April,
29th.
The checks will be ready to be picked up during the
week of May 2-6. The financial office will not be open
during finals week.
If your group will be receiving bills during the summer
that will be paid with 93-94 allocation, you must let us
know now so that we can plan ahead for 94-95
Any questions, call x1775.
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• Portland to Boston
Officials near
signing tram'
agreement
PORTLAND (AP) — An agree-
ment that has been holding up the
restoration of passenger train service
between Boston and Portland could
be signed within the next two weeks,
officials say.
But even if state officials do sign
the agreement, state rail expert Micha-
el Murray said trains won't be arriv-
ing in Portland before December.
That's two months later than offi-
cials had hoped and 18 months later
than originally scheduled.
"A best-case scenario is the train
is up and running in late 1994,"
Murray said.
The owner of the tracks is less
optimistic. Colin Pease, executive
vice president of Guilford Transpor-
tation Industries Inc., thinks mid-
1995 is a more likely date.
The agreement that has been hold-
ing up the train service provides mon-
ey to employees of other transporta-
tion firms that could be hurt by the
new service. Until that agreement is
signed, several other necessary con-
tracts cannot move forward.
Work to upgrade the tracks also can't
begin until the agreements are signed.
The tracks, which have carried
only freight since passenger service
was discontinued in 1965, must be
upgraded to accommodate passenger
train speeds of 79 mph.
• Up, up and away
Students, others fly the UMaine skies
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
For about two decades, the University
of Maine Flying Club has given students,
faculty, staff and others a chance to soar
above daily Orono life.
The main purpose of the club is to
allow people affiliated with the university
to earn their private pilot's license, and
then to supply airplanes for them to use,
said Chris O'Connor, the club's treasurer,
who works as a facilities buyer here.
Members of the club have the privilege
to book time in up to eight-hour blocks
with one of two Cessna single-engine,
two-seat planes the club owns, which are
hangared at Bangor International Airport.
The goal of getting a license is reflect-
ed in the club's costs. All the deposits,
manual fees and dues the club levies
totals about $166 for a member's first
month, with $17 monthly dues and $25 to
$28 per hour plane rentals thereafter.
Even with these charges, O'Connor
said, the flying club, a non-profit group,
is the cheapest way around for someone
to get his or her private pilot's license.
The club does have a ceiling of 60
members, because of the limited amount
of plane time available, O'Connor said,
but only about 50 of these spaces are
filled up right now. Students, however,
the group of people that the flying club
was created with plans to serve, make up
a minority in this number.
"Our concern right now is that maybe
we're not visible on campus," O'Connor
said.
The club has been around since the mid-
1970s, and has maintained its number of collide with in the open air.
members over the years mostly through Members trying to earn their license
word-of-mouth advertising, Richard Cook, have to, at some point, find instructors of
a graduate assistant in electrical engineer- which the club keeps a list, or the pilot
ing and the flying club's president, said. can contact someone else. The student
The UMaine flying club has had no and instructor agree upon the payment
accidents in its history on campus, Cook conditions independent of the club.
said, because of its stringent rules on pilot When a student of flight feels ready,
safety. There's always been one person the test for a license includes a written
"It puts things in perspective, the stresses of
everyday life just kind of disappear," said
Chris O'Connor on flying over UMaine.
serving as a safety councilor, and there are
set rules, defined by both the club and the
FAA, defining what weather conditions
are safe to take a small plane into.
The mere fact that the planes are at BIA
gives UMaine flying club members another
advantage over those learning to fly else-
where, Cook said, because of the existence
of a control tower. This lets a training pilot
practice communicating with an air traffic
controller while taking off and landing.
O'Connor said that he thinks anyone
who can drive a car can be a pilot. The
main attribute of a good flier, he said, is
a sharp sense of judgment, most of which
comes from experience.
Flying a plane does require more skill
than driving, Cook said, because the ve-
hicle moves through three dimensions
instead of two. It can be a lot safer than
taking a car for a spin, though, in that
there simply isn't much that one can
exam covering knowledge of navigation,
weather, flight physics, Federal Aviation
Administration regulations and other es-
sential information. He or she must also
have at least 40 hours of flight time logged,
20 hours of which must be solo and 10
must be cross-country, O'Connor said.
Cook said that a side-benefit of having
a private license to fly is that it can be an
interesting thing to put on one's résumé.
"An employer may use it as an ice-
breaker. And if he didn't, I'd use it as a
leverage point to describe my experi-
ence," said Cook, who started off a recent
interview that earned him an engineering
job with a brief chat about flying.
"I just love to fly," O'Connor said.
"It's quite a unique feeling to take off to
2,000 feet, fly over, say, the University
of Maine, and see how small it all is. It
puts things in perspective, the stresses of
everyday life just kind of disappear."
You may even get paid for
reading it__. After all, this book from• •
MasterCard offers lots of useful tips on finding a real
A
job, and it's written for students by students. To order
your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard.
It's more than a credit card. It's smart money:
0 1994 MasterCard International Incorporated
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• Obituary
Portland author, AIDS
activist dead at age 48
PORTLAND(AP) — John Preston, a
nationally known author of gay literature
and an activist involved in AIDS-related
issues, has died after a long battle with the
disease. He was 48.
Preston, co-founder of the nation's first
gay community center and an editor of The
Advocate, died Wednesday night at his Port-
land apartment, friends said Thursday.
After preaching safe sex through much
of the 1980s, Preston was devastated to
learn in 1987 that he was infected with the
virus that causes AIDS. He said his sexual
behavior reflected the safe sex message con-
tained in his writings and lectures.
Overcoming his initial depression, he
went on to write "The Big Gay Book: A
Man's Survival Guide for the 90s" and
"Hometowns: Gay Men Write About Where
They Belong." Both were Book of the Month
Club selections, bringing his work before
mainstream audiences.
Earlier, Preston co-founded Gay House
Inc. in Minneapolis, and moved on to San
Francisco in the 1970s to serve two years as
editor of The Advocate, the nation's largest
gay newspaper.
Friends said Preston had an uncanny
ability to see the deeper meaning in life's
trials.
"I always admired that he could see the
lasting significance of events that I think
others would see nothing," Tom Hagerty,
27, a close friend of Preston's, said Thurs-
day.
After seeing 100 friends die of AIDS,
Preston wanted his spread message of gay
pride and safe sex to a younger generation,
said Frannie Peabody, 91, a leading AIDS
activist in Portland.
"One time he said to me, 'People don't
really understand. I'm trying to make them
understand," ' Peabody said.
A native of Medfield, Mass., Preston
graduated from Lake Forest College and
went on to graduate study in human sexual-
ity.
His first book was the critically acclaimed
"Franny, The Queen of Provincetown," a
portrait of an aging homosexual, which was
produced on the stage more than a dozen
times. Among his more than 40 books, some
written under pseudonyms, are a number of
erotic novels that achieved cult status.
After living in New York City and San
Francisco, he moved to Portland in 1979. He
said he found the local gay scene a refresh-
ing change because of the lack of affectation
so prevalent in the big cities.
"Being gay in Portland doesn't have
much to do with the media image of gay
life," he wrote in his essay on Portland that
appeared in "Hometowns."
In 1992, the John Hay Library at Brown
University acquired Preston's papers and
manuscripts as the first step in an effort to
expand its collection to include the archives
of gay and lesbian writers.
• Former president
Happy birthday Ulysses,
they are cleaning your tomb
NEW YORK (AP) — After months of
bad press and an attempt by Illinois to steal
the monument away, the National Park Ser-
vice unveiled a plan Wednesday to refurbish
and revitalize the beleaguered Grant's Tomb.
The upper Manhattan burial site of Ul-
ysses S. Grant, the 18th president, has long
been a target for vandals, graffiti artists and
homeless people seeking shelter, and atten-
dance has dwindled.
The proposal, which needs Congressional
approval, would provide $400,000 for the cur-
rent fiscal year and $450,000 next year. The
currently operating budget including salaries,
maintenance and operating costs is just $323,000.
The announcement came on the 172nd
anniversary of Grant's birth and the tomb's
97th anniversary.
UMAINE SUMMER
0
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Maine's Center of Learning, Discovery
and Service to the Public
For a 1994 Summer Session Catalog describing over
500 courses and 16 calendars of three-, five-, six-,
and eight-week day and evening courses, call the
UMaine Summer Session Office at 207/581-3142.
Republican from page 1
on campus right now, and I find that we're
really not getting activist representation in
Augusta," Littlefield said after the meeting.
"I've always been one of the more visi-
ble people on campus, stepping up and tak-
ing charge on issues. I'm concerned about
the students at the university and I'm con-
cerned about the University of Maine and
the role it plays in the state I grew up in."
The need for change was also repeated
by state senate candidate Tom Minogue.
"It's about time that John O'Dea left the
state senate," he said.
Minogue related a story about a time he
spent during the late 1970s in the Middle
East, when 52 Americans were captured and
held hostage in Iran. A rescue attempt failed.
"That's when I realized that America
was going down hill," Minogue said.
As a small businessman, Minogue said,
easing the tax burden is key to putting peo-
ple back to work.
"We need lower taxes for more jobs,"
Minogue said. "There's a very close relation
between lower taxes and more jobs."
Charles Webster, the only Republican
nominee for governor in attendance, em-
phasized his record on education funding
and support, saying he voted against cuts in
education "because I believe that's not pru-
dent."
"A lot of people will tell you they care
about education," Webster said. "In the gu-
bernatorial election, I at least have a consis-
tent record."
Webster also stressed the need for all
areas of Maine to come together.
"It's important that the winner, whoever
they are, understand that there are two
Manes, and try to unify Maine so that not
just the people in one part of the state are
taken care of," Webster said.
Two candidates in a crowded race for the
Republican nomination for the 2nd Con-
gressional District gave their views.
A representative for Hollis Greenlaw
said the candidate wants to reduce federal
laws hampering growth for small business-
es.
Reducing the amount of costly regula-
tion, he said, would help keep people from
leaving the state, telling the audience about
high school friends from Lawrence who are
no longer in the area.
"They are either in the southern part of
the state, or have picked up and gone else-
where," the representative said. "That's
where the jobs are."
"A lot of work needs to be done at the
state and national levels to help businesses
expand their trade to nationally and interna-
tionally, "the representative said.
Greenlaw would like to see federal agen-
cies perform a cost/benefit analysis for pro-
posed programs.
Glen McNaughton pointed to his three
small children as the reason he decided to
seek the nomination, and the share of the
national deficit each American pays was
another reason.
"Greenville is a town of 1,800 people,"
he said. "Their share of the debt is $35
million. If you've been to Greenville, you
would have to sell the whole lake and every-
thing in between to make up the debt." He
added that his three children owe $60,000 of
the total.
McNaughton, a Greenville businessman
who sells wreaths, honey, and maple syrup,
opened his speech with a quiz for the audi-
ence, asking for the person who made the
following remark: "The federal government
has grown stale, wasteful, inefficient, bur-
densome and is failing the American peo-
ple."
After listing the choices as Ronald Re-
agan, Rush Limbaugh, Ross Perot or none of
these, McNaughton revealed the answer was
Vice President Al Gore.
"That's why there's a jobs problem,"
McNaughton said, "because government is
too big, spends too much and taxes too
much."
As a former cost cutting analyst for the
Department of Commerce, McNaughton said
he is familiar with government waste and
ways to correct it, while also working to
reduce costs for businesses.
"What looks good on paper has a direct
impact," he said.
Diamond from page 1
or, we felt that he certainly qualified in that
regard" Stephen Reiling, chair of the Public
Affairs Search Committee, said. He added,
"The perception on everyone's part was that
he was doing an outstanding job as the
acting director."
Diamond also said he believes that his
department must communicate with other
university organizations that dispense in-
formation, such as the Admissions Office
and individual colleges.
"They don't necessarily need to agree,
but we would like to speak with the same
voice about points we're stressing," Dia-
mond said. He presented an example of this
point, "It is conceivable that a department
trying to recruit graduate students (could be)
talking about the university in a way that
may not accurately reflect (positively or
negatively) on the department or universi-
ty." He said he sees it partly as an issue of
quality control with "truth in advertising"
being a theme as well. If the department fails
on this level, the credibility of the institution
could be hurt.
Diamond said he sees Public Affairs as
being a resource to students, administration,
the media and the outside communities.
Periodically, members of the department
meet with legislators from a 60-mile radius
of the university to brief them on activities
and respond to concerns. Locally, Student
Government uses the department as a re-
source for information, and Diamond meets
with President Hutchinson periodically to
advise him of situations and help in the
decision-making process.
Both Diamond and Reiling spoke of
Diamond's ability to act proactively as
opposed to reacting to situations as they
occur. Diamond says that he attempts to
foresee problems and find ways to deal
with them before they happen. He admits
that occasionally things happen that he
could not have foreseen, such as the recent
string of incidents in the athletic depart-
ment.
He said of that particular situation that,
"The image of the university was fine
until February, in fact we were doing
quite well." He acknowledges that the
resulting image problems were severe,
but he said that the university is already
rebounding from them. "I see those as
short-term problems."
Diamond said he foresees no major
changes in the way Public Affairs operates
in the short term. However, he is planning a
long-term strategy to enrich the image of the
university to the public, but as he said,
"These things take a long time."
The recommendation to make Diamond
the director of Public Affairs must now be
voted on by the board of trustees.
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• Richard Milhous Nixon
Thousands pay respect to former president
YORBA LINDA, Calif. (AP) — Ri-
chard M. Nixon completed his remark-
able and contentious life's journey
Wednesday, honored in death by five
American presidents and a public out-
pouring of respect unimaginable when he
resigned in shame over Watergate.
Ordinary Americans stood in lines up
to three miles long in rain, hail and night-
time chill for the momentary privilege of
a final goodbye, to pass by his coffin as it
rested on a pedestal in the library built to
husband his memory. It was surrounded
by flowers.
Library officials estimated 42,000
people passed the bier, some waiting up
to eight hours. Police warned off those
who arrived after there was no more
chance they would get in.
Joining President Clinton in paying
tribute were Nixon's secretary of state,
Henry Kissinger; Senate Republican lead-
er Robert Dole and California Gov. Pete
Wilson. The Rev. Billy Graham was the
officiant.
Graham said Nixon's cardiologist, Jef-
frey Borer, had finished examining Nix-
on the day after his stroke and had turned
to leave. The former president was par-
tially paralyzed and unable to speak but
"waved and gave his trademark thumbs-
up signal and smiled," Graham said.
"This is a moment of determination,
an example of fighting on and never giv-
ing up, that Jeffrey Borer will never for-
get," he said.
A few months ago Nixon was asked in
a television interview how he would like
to be remembered, Graham said. "He
thought a moment, and then he replied,
"As one who made a difference."
Added Graham: "And he did make a
difference in our world and in our lives."
Nixon's other successors also came to
pay him final honor: Gerald Ford, who
spoke of Nixon's Watergate saga as "our
national nightmare:" Jimmy Carter, the
Democrat who wrested the office from
Ford partly because of the pardon Ford
granted Nixon; Ronald Reagan and
George Bush, whose Republican nomi-
nating conventions treated Nixon as a
pariah not to be invited.
Eighty-eight nations sent delegations.
China's delegation included a vice pre-
mier and Russia's a deputy prime minis-
ter.
The federal government and financial
markets were closed for a day of mourn-
ing.
Nixon never apologized for the pano-
ply of crimes called Watergate. The clos-
est he came was to say "I should have set
a higher standard" for the conduct of his
people. "I should have established a mor-
al tone that would have made such ac-
tions unthinkable. I did not."
The 37th president, forced to resign
Aug. 9, 1974, in his second White House
term, had spent the intervening years
striving for what he called "renewal,"
not rehabilitation. His legacy includes 10
books.
He died Friday, at 81, after a stroke
earlier in the week. His final resting place
is beside Pat Nixon, his wife of 53 years,
who succumbed last year to lung cancer.
The grave site is only steps from the
house in which Nixon was born on Jan. 9,
1913.
Daughters Tricia and Julie, their hus-
bands and children followed Nixon's flag-
covered coffin into the library and spent
a last few minutes alone with him. Only
after that, did officials allow the public to
pass by the bier.
Nixon's body was flown from New
York on an Air Force plane provided by
the president. It was the same jet that had
carried him from Washington to bitter
exile.
People brought their children to pass
by the coffin. Others brought mementoes
of personal value, like a man who held a
framed picture of himself with the pres-
ident; a woman with a 1968-era "Nix-
on's the One" button; and another who
had tears in her eyes when she showed a
poster from the same campaign.
They slowly filed past the mahogany
casket, which rested on a pedestal under
the gaze of a military honor guard. A
large color photo of a grinning Nixon
giving the "thumbs-up" sign was above
The Association of Graduate Students and the Graduate School
announce
The Recognition Ceremony
A ceremony for graduating master's, CAS and doctoral students will be
held Friday, May 13, at 4pm, at the Maine Center for the Arts. If you
plan to attend the ceremony be sure you have contacted the Graduate
School at 581-3218. Regalia may be purchased from the bookstore.
Plan to arrive at the Maine Center for the Arts by 3pm.
2 for
Front End Alignment
bring your roommate or a friend!
Only for UMaine Students.
bangor tire company
35 Market Street, Bangor
945-6431
Expires 4/29/94
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an arrangement of red roses.
"I cried when I saw it," said Jean
LaPorte, 64, of Orange. "He's with God
now."
Steven Griego said, "I bonded with
the couple in front of me. People sold
pizzas, others gave out candy. Two peo-
ple quizzed each other with Trivial Pur-
suit cards."
Nixon's was the first funeral of a
former president since Lyndon Johnson's
in January 1973. His very longevity as a
public figure put him among the best-
known people of his time.
His grasp of foreign policy caused all
his successors to seek his counsel. He
established a reputation as a political
savant whose hourlong, no-notes dis-
courses on the domestic election picture
amazed audiences.
Nixon said he didn't care what was
said about him, he would continue to
speak out and those who were interested
in what he had to say "can tune in." He
rarely criticized the incumbent president
and declined to use a public forum to
offer advice.
"To stop being a villain in some peo-
ple's eyes, I would have to become a
deadly bore in everybody's eyes," he
wrote once. "I could be less controver-
sial, but also less relevant or I could
remain controversial but retain a certain
amount of influence. I chose the latter."
Bumstock...
• Meanwhile...
A •
Ant-Nixon
protesters refuse
to mourn
(AP) — In Portland, Ore., a tombstone-
shaped sign read "Honk If You're Glad
Dick is Dead," and several people who
drove past did.
"Lots of people laughed. Lots of people
smiled," said Eddie Ludwig, who carried
the sign among a small band of demonstra-
tors in downtown Portland. "I haven't had
one negative response. I was expecting to
get run off the curb."
The tiny group that gathered Wednesday
just a few hours before Nixon's funeral in
Yorba Linda, Calif., provided only a whis-
per of what it was like during his administra-
tion, when hundreds of thousands protested
the Vietnam War.
Margaret Labadie, 72, and her son, Marc
Labadie, 47, remember that era well. Both
took part in big anti-war demonstrations in
Washington, D.C.
Mrs. Labadie even wore a "Throw the
Bum Out" button she kept from the days of
the Watergate scandal that eventually forced
Nixon to resign.
She and the others said they were upset
with the favorable coverage Nixon has re-
ceived since his death last Friday. He died of
a stroke in New York at age 81.
"I'm offended because I was among
many protesters many years ago," she said.
In Albany, N.Y., cannons boomed at
noon in memory of Nixon in a ceremony
that drew a few hundred state workers.
As the cannons fired, a man wearing a
rubber Nixon mask walked through the crowd,
'climbed on a step next to a statue and gave
Nixon's familiar two-armed victory sign salute.
STUDENT VOTE
The following questions will be put to a
vote on Thursday, May 5.
1) "Do you favor a $5 increase in the
Student Activity Fee, (from $20 to $25)
to allow for the continuation of Student
Legal Services through the 1994-1995
academic year?"
2) "Do you favor the observance of
Martin Luther King, Jr's birthday at the
University of Maine with the full
awareness that it will add one day to
the academic calendar?"
Voting will be held from 9AM to 6PM in
the Union, and during dinner at the
dining commons. Voting is open to all
activity fee paying undergraduate
students.
Exercise your right to Vote!
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Peddle your boat
Denis Elie, a senior mechanical engineering tech. major, practices riding an
amphibious tricycle along the mall. His and three other teams will compete
in a Saturday race, part of which will be in the Stillwater River. (Boyd photo.)
Congratulations to the newly elected officers of
the Health Professions Club:
President: Rebekah Eslin
Vice President: Melanie MacLean
Secretary: Christine Babcock
CHINA GARDEN 12
Nve Deliver,
Call 866-7344
or 866-5844
7 OAK STREET
ORONO, MAINE 04473
Old Town House of Pizza
511 Stillwater Ave
Free Delivery.
827-6144.
Business Hours are:
10am - lam • Monday thru Sunda/
2 Small
1 Topping pizzas
For $5.99
Expires: 4/30/94
Fax #: 827-8548
2 Large
1 Topping pizzas
For $ 11.99
Expires: 4/30/94
• Military disaster
Choppers thought to be in pursuit
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two Air Force
fighter pilots have told investigators they be-
lieved they were shooting down two Iraqi heli-
copters that were chasing two U.S. Army Black
Hawks in the incident two weeks ago that claimed
26 lives, The Washington Times reports.
The Times, in a story published Thurs-
day, said the first U.S. chopper was shot
down by an F-15 pilot who was a lieutenant
colonel and a squadron commander.
The second Black Hawk helicopter then
went into a defensive flying maneuver and
attempted to land, but 40 seconds later was
shot down by the second F-15 pilot, a captain.
Democrats from page 1
keep UMaine graduates in Maine.
"I think it is important that students find
employment here," he said. "The students grad-
uate and they leave. They give up the quality of
life that we have here in Maine. Our elected
representatives have to change that. I'm in this
race so that I can work to produce jobs."
Rep. Mary Cathcart (D-Orono) emphasized.
her advocacy on behalf of Maine's women and
children, and said that she is not a career politi-
cian.
"I have been a hard-working, effective leg-
islator in Augusta, and I think I can do it in
Congress," she said. "I want to change the way
government works and make it work for people
again."
Shawn Hallisq, a..Iaborer from Machi-
asport, portrayed himselfa,s 'the working man's
candidate." He said he rx strongly in support of
reform in health care, in Congress, and in
campaign finance. He pointed to the process
used by the federal government in allocating
construction contracts as an example of the
misguided way in which government does busi-
ness, favoring large, out-of-state firms over
smaller, local businesses.
"It's about time we get the people of Maine
working again, not the people in Canada or
Connecticut or Rhode Island or wherever," he
said.
Jean Hay also painted herself as the people's
candidate, not a professional politician.
Hay said she's been a small business owner,
a farmer, a reporter and bureau chief for the
Bangor Daily News, as well as a legislative
assistant to Maine's 1st District Congressman
Tom Andrews.
"I'm not a lawyer or a lobbyist, and I'm
nobody's nephew," she said. "We need some-
body with a solid understanding of the agricul-
ture industry. I'm very tired of politics as usual."
Jim Howaniec is a former mayor of Lewist-
on, and was, until recently, a gubernatorial
candidate.
"Background is important," he said. "My
hard work ethic has served me well, both in
law school, when I worked my way through at
the mill, and as mayor of Lewiston. We faced
some tough problems in Lewiston, and made
a difference. I'm going to run a grassroots
campaign, and I think I'llsurpri se some people
in June."
Janet Mills is the first female District Attor-
ney in New England, serving a tri-county area
in Maine, and has been on the job for 16 years
now. She said that she has been an effective
voice for women's and victim's rights, and has
been involved in juvenile law reform, as well as
sentencing reform.
"If I' m elected, I would advocate for jobs for
Maine people, health care reform, and the rights
of senior citizens and youth in Congress," she
said.
Jim Mitchell, who said he was a small
business owner, said that specific proposals are
important, and that he has been having regular
meetings with the people of Maine to figure out
what the challenges that face the state are.
"I want to make a real difference in the lives
of the people of Maine," he said. "Government
doesn't have a magic wand that it can wave at
health care, or wave at education, but with some
creativity and some ingenuity, government can
act as a catalyst."
Need a Tow?
Smart's Auto
Body
Custom Painting & Glass Replacement
Collision Repairs
24 Hour Wrecking Service
324 N. Main St.
Old Town, Maine 04468
827-2331
Nights and Weekend
827-5634
*If no Ans. 989-4030
Cutler Health Center
May Term and Summer Hours
The health center will be open for limited services during May Term
(May 16th through June 3rd). The hours are 8am to 4pm.
For additional information call 581-4006.
There will be a $35 health fee for May Term.
The health center will close at 4:30pm on Friday, May 13th and
reopen on Monday, May 16th at 8am.
The health center will not be open for services during June, July
and August. Please plan accordingly for your pharmacy needs!.
We will be available for immunization information.
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• Maine crime
State crime rate drops for 2nd. year
AUGUSTA (AP) - Maine's crime rate
decreased in 1993 for the second straight
year, according to preliminary figures re-
leased yesterday by the state Public Safety
Department.
The figures follow a national trend, de-
spite a widespread perception that crime -
especially violent attacks - is increasing,
said Stephan M. Bunker of the state's Uni-
form Crime Reporting Program.
"The scene behind the scene is crime is
being driven down, not up," Bunker said
today.
Extensive reporting of gang-related kill-
ings, carjackings, drive-by shootings and tour-
ist murders in Florida contribute to the na-
tional perception, said Bunker. But while
some violent crimes in some regions and
cities are increasing, the crime trend is down-
ward overall and in rural areas like Maine in
particular, he said.
Preliminary figures show a 9.3 percent
decrease in serious crimes in the state during
1993, to 39,250 from 43,287 in 1992. The
figure combines the 9.6 percent drop in prop-
erty crimes and a 2.7 percent decline in vio-
lent crimes.
Maine's combined crime rate dropped
7.3 percent in 1992, the first decrease since
1986.
The combined figure for the two years is
16.6 percent, "which is a major drop," said
Bunker.
The national decrease in 1992 was 3 per-
cent. Bunker said preliminary, incomplete
federal statistics indicate another national
decrease is likely to be reported for 1993.
Maine's figures come from the state po-
lice and 150 county and municipal depart-
ments. A final report is expected to be re-
leased in June.
Preliminary figures show a 36 percent
decrease in murders. The 16 killings are a
record low since Maine began keeping for-
mal statistics in 1971.
Aggravated assaults declined by 5.6 per-
cent, simple assaults were down by 0.6 per-
cent and robberies decreased by 9.6 percent
during the year.
But there were some increases in violent
crime reports; rapes increased by 16.8 per-
cent and domestic abuse reports increased by
0.6 percent.
Those figures may reflect an increasing
willingness of victims to come forward when
they are attacked, said Bunker. He said not
enough is known about the true magnitude of
those crimes to say for sure whether the
number of actual attacks is increasing.
The number of arson cases also increased
last year by 14.4 percent, a trend Bunker
suspects may have something to do with
business losses amid a ravaged economy.
• Gubernatorial platform
Brennan proposes steps against OUT
AUGUSTA (AP) - Hoping to con-
jure up a respectable level of bedlam,
dozens of Republican activists worked
Thursday to transform the nondescript
confines of the Augusta Civic Center
into a tableau worthy of the party of
Lincoln.
With flags outside still at half-staff in
tribute to the late President Nixon, support-
ers of a modern generation of GOP office
seekers raced one another to cover corridor
walls and stairwells with banners proclaim-
PROIESSiONAI Rtsimis
& INTERviEwiNc Skills
74e Ca"" Co 990-210215 CROSS ST. BAN OR
Coffee Traders
1153 Park St, Oronoip
866-7141
Cappuccino • Espresso
Coffee Beans
at Rhinos Copies
in the Orono Thriftway Plaza
BANGOR CINEMAS
9 4 2 -1 3 0 3
NO ESCAPE R 1:00, 4:00,7:20, 9:30
THE FAVOR R 12:35*, 2:40, 4:45, 7:00,
9:20
P.C.V. PG13 12:25*, 2:20*, 4:20, 6:50, 9:15
WITH HONORS PG13 12:20*, 2:45*,
5:00, 7:30, 9:40
BAD GIRLS R 12:15*, 2:30, 4:40,
7:10, 9:30
BRAINSCANS R 6:40*, 9:10*
COPS & ROBBERSONS PG 12:05*,
2:15*, 4:30
FOUR WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL
R 12:50*, 3:55, 6:55, 9:35
MAJOR LEAGUE 2 PG 7:40*, 9:55*
D2: MIGHTY DUCKS PG 12:00, 2:25,
4:50*
THUMBELINA G 12:00*, 2:00*, 4:30,
6;40, 9:10
White Fang 2 PG 12:10*, 2:35*, 4:55
THE PAPER R 7:25, 9:45
SCHINDLER'S LIST R 4:10, 7:50
ing the names of their candidates.
"Are you ready for the circus?" asked
Linda Brawn, a former state senator from
Camden who is supporting Charles Webster
for governor, as early arrivals to the week-
end Republican State Convention streamed
in.
Heading into the sixth general election in a
row as the minority party in both the state
House of Representatives and Senate, Maine's
GOP is also a distinct minority party state-
wide.
At the last statewide election in Novem-
ber 1992, Republican registration numbered
257,779, compared to 290,006 Democrats
and 329,801 independents.
With Republican Gov. John R. McKer-
nan' s two-term tenure drawing toward a
close, the GOP faces a stiff battle to retain
the Blaine House.
April 25, 1994
Dear Members of the Campus Community:
The process of refocusing the University of Maine, which began with
my Inaugural Address in January 1993, is an ongoing process that
consists of several steps. I would like to invite you to join me as we
begin the next phase of this process.
On Tuesday, May 3, I will present a vision for the University of
Maine. The product of extended discussion between the Vice
Presidents and me, this document presents what I see as the future of
our University.
By presenting my vision, I intend to initiate a broad dialogue among
members of all segments of the university community and the
constituencies they serve. My goal is to use the vision statement and
resulting discussion to shape a shared vision, one that will be used for
planning and reallocation purposes over the next several years.
The presentation will be made on Tuesday, May 3, at 8 am. in Wells
Dining Commons. Please encourage members of staff under your
supervision to attend and participate. If this activity falls within an
employee's normal work schedule, he or she should be granted release
time from his or her regular responsibilities to take part. In other
words, attending this function would be considered part of an
employee's assignment for that day.
Sincerely,
e.
Frederick E. Hutchinson
President
6 Central St., Bangor
990-CLUB
Friday
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BARGAIN MATINEES BEFORE 6PM
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• Column
Foreigner to a policy
Dana Gray
"It's the economy, stupid," according to a sign in Bill
Clinton's campaign office 17 months ago.
Indeed, the economy was the talk of any town before the last
presidential election. It was Clinton's platform. The word "reces-
sion" was masking everything former President Bush had to say
in defense of his four years in office, and any discussion dealing with anything east
of Eastport, Maine, or west of the Aleutian Islands was foreign, and therefore, moot.
In trying to corral Bush re-election support from my friends, my remarks
were something like "what can a governor from Arkansas offer in regard to
foreign policy? Bush is tried and true — look at Iraq, and what about the Berlin
Wall?" These issues were simply brushed aside, and the most vocal reply was
"well, look at our economy. Do we want to give Bush another four years to
screw it up more?"
Well, here it is April 29, 1994, and we got our domestic president. As for the
economy, who knows? Some regions of the country are still claiming recession,
while other regions are talking slow recovery. The only thing I know is that I'm
graduating in May, and I don't have a job.
As for the current foreign situation, maybe there is some support for the
concerns people had about Clinton's ability to set foreign policy. Time magazine
recently conducted a poll, asking the public to respond to questions regarding
foreign issues. One question asked people whether Clinton has been a strong or
weak leader in foreign policy. The majority of those surveyed, 51 percent,
replied our president is weak, while only 41 percent responded him to be strong
in dealing with foreign issues.
Although 51 percent is not an overwhelming majority of concerned Ameri-
cans for foreign affairs, that number's only move would appear to be up, as the
problems continue from Haiti to Somalia to Bosnia to North Korea to China.
Another survey question reveals 58 percent of Americans believe the United
States has lost power and influence in the world.
These and other percentages regarding the current U.S. foreign policy go
against the vision one past president saw as the roll of this country in the world.
Richard M. Nixon's death marked the end of a life dedicated to foreign affairs.
Nixon took the presidential oath in the middle of the Vietnam War, had his
hands tied during that war by Congress's War Powers Act in 1973, and then after
his resignation, spent the rest of his life visiting the leaders of other countries.
In his book, Beyond Peace, Nixon advocates an America setting the pace
for the rest of the world. This book is a critique of the present. He urges
Clinton to keep America's leadership role in tact.
Much to the opposite of the late Nixon's instruction to Clinton, the president,
according to Time magazine has responded to the off-shore problems with
"rhetoric that is not backed up with action."
President Clinton is in the midst of a world of trouble. He has introduced
some major reforms at the domestic level, but the world problems are not going
to go away, and the United States is needed. So now it seems something else is
needed — another sign, this time in Clinton's Oval office.
"It's more than just the economy, stu, uh, Mr. President."
As of Saturday, May 14, Dana was a senior journalism student. So with that
approaching day and the signing off of his last column, he would like to say thanks
for reading his stuff and goodbye.
The Maine Campus
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• Bumstock
Ch-ch-ch-ch-changes...
You can't miss what you never knew.
Here's your chance to learn.
Most of us consider Bumstock, the
University of Maine's outdoor music
festival, a good excuse to blow off some
steam before finals week. It has re-
mained an annual event to check out
local musicians and play some frisbee,
but there have been many changes.
Bumstock originated 21 years ago
as an attempt to recreate Woodstock and
the era of freedom and flowers. The
term "bum" was slang for today's label
of "crunchie," according to an alumna.
The location of the concert has been
moved several times. It was first located
in Cabin's Field. The residents of the
cabins, the university's first coopera-
tive living setting, were the organizers
of the event. The cabins have since been
torn down, but the contribution's of the
residents remain.
During Bumstock, travelers would
stop by and listen along with students.
During one of the early years, riders
enjoying a major motorcycle outing
stopped by to enjoy the day, according
to Lt. Michael Zubik of Public Safety.
Over the years, the concert has inched
further onto campus, thus lessening the
participation of the non-university com-
munity. Bumstock was once catered be-
hind the library. It was once held in the
Stewart Dining Commons parking lot,
which proved to be a mistake due to the
debris and broken glass said Zubik. It is
currently in what is affectionately termed
"Bumstock Field" but officially called
the Hilltop Concert Shell.
To those of you used to the tight
regulations regarding use of alcohol at
UMaine, this next bit might be shock-
ing. Free beer was available at Bum-
stock with little or no attention to those
who had IDs. Of course, during the early
years, the legal drinking age was 18.
Zubik said that during one of those
years, perhaps the first, the university went
through 30 kegs! Later, the beer was ca-
tered, only those who had ID could drink.
Then, it was informally B.Y.O.B. Now
alcohol is strictly prohibited from the
scene. Most of the concert goers just im-
bibe elsewhere before they reach the field.
Security has largely remained the
same according to Zubik. He's been in-
volved with the security ever since Bum-
stock began. Because of alcohol and
drugs, there has always been violence
associated with the concert. During the
first year, Zubik said the ambulance nev-
er stopped running due to fights, alcohol
poisoning and injury from broken glass.
Zubik described the early Bumstocks as
"raucous" events. Now, with alcohol
more controlled, it's been much calmer.
He said there are more problems in the
periphery, pulled fire alarms, difficulties
in the residence halls, etc.
"Now it ends with people going
their separate ways charged," Zubik said.
He also said the current biggest com-
plaint is that there are no lights in the
porta-potties.
The organization of the bands has
tightened up considerably. It used to be
less scheduled; not disorganized, but
unorganized, according to an alumna.
Musicians got together, jammed until
they were tired, then left the stage and
were replaced.
Advertisement has been mostly by
word of mouth for many years. Instead
of flyers posted locally, several radio
stations and other media are now getting
involved. Vendors have been added to
the scene. Music lovers are now bar-
raged with political agendas, wares and
food.
Whether you consider the changes
good or bad, there can be no denial of the
fact that Bumstock has gone through
major transformations. Draw your own
conclusions.
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• Baseball
Foul play in America's pastime
To the Editor:
We've all read about and heard a pletho-
ra of material concerning the downfall of
America's favorite pastime — baseball. I
myself am a big fan of the game. As a child
growing up, my father brought me to sever-
al games including high school, college,
minor, and even major league games. Even
while serving my country in Desert Storm,
while in the Navy, baseball was a common
topic among the veterans under the hot Saudi
sun.
Here at the University of Maine, some
friends and I faithfully attended two double
headers as UMaine hosted New Hampshire
At the Saturday game, we all, (the fans)
endured some pretty nasty weather condi-
tions that included some fierce raining. Nev-
ertheless we all, for the most part, stayed
and cheered as UMaine went on to win
both games in exciting fashion.
It wasn't until the second game on Sun-
day that I found a problem with baseball
today. Sunday's weather conditions were
again nothing less than miserable. Even so,
other fans and I withstood the 45 degree
temperature, and 15 to 25 mph winds, to
watch UMaine win two more exciting
games. You may be wondering after all this
what I found so disturbing. It came in the
second of the two games on Sunday. It
wasn't the game on the field, it was the
special part of the game, the kids. Watch-
ing the fluctuation of emotion on the kids
face's brings back some of the feelings I
once had as a kid.
We all know that during a baseball
game there is no bigger thrill for a kid
than to snag a foul ball for a souvenire.
During the game mentioned earlier, I was
fortunate enough to catch a foul ball, even
at my age (24) it was pretty exciting. So I
can just imagine the excitement a kid
would have after something like that. Not
long after this happened one of the
UMaine players actually came into the
stands to retrieve the ball from me. First,
I couldn't believe that he actually came
into the stands for the ball and second I
was appalled that he asked me to give it
back. I even offered to trade with him for
an old scuffed up ball, but it didn't mat-
ter. So although reluctant, I gave him the
ball. Although this happened I still wasn't
that upset about the whole thing. It wasn't
until two innings later when another foul
ball came into the stands and this time a
young boy of about 8 or 9 got the ball.
This time a different player came to re-
trieve the ball. The boy asked if he could
please keep the ball, the player replied
five bucks it's yours. Since the boy was a
little short on cash, he had to give up his
souvenire. That's when I blew my top. I
just couldn't believe that this just took
place. It was bad enough that I couldn't
keep my souvenire but to take a child's.
Words can't describe the mixed emotions
I was feeling at that point. What hap-
pened to the days when, if a child was
lucky enough to snag a foul ball, he was
allowed to not only keep it, but he could
proudly show it off and not worry some-
one was going to take it from him.
Being a United States veteran, I am more
than proud to be a citizen of this country. I
am also proud that baseball was founded in
America and has been our favorite pastime
for many years. I guess I'll always be a big
baseball fan, but if this is how baseball is
now, I understand the diminishing numbers
that come to the park on game day. So I am
also left with two questions. Am I wrong
for feeling this way? And, is this one of the
many changes to come for baseball in the
future?
Donald W. Frost
York Village
• Estabrooke Hall
Exclusive
statements
To the Editor:
The Estabrooke Hall Council respect-
fully requests that the following state-
ment be included in The Maine Cam-
pus.
"In regards to Richard Dyer's letter
to the Editor in The Maine Campus,
Friday, April 15, let it be known that the
opinions of Mr. Dyer do not reflect the
opinions/personal views of all Es-
tabrooke residents.
Mr. Dyer's statements were inflam-
matory and certain residents were not
pleased by the insinuatingly all-inclu-
sive statement "We at Estabrooke..."
These residents would like those people
under attack in Mr. Dyer's letter, as well
as the rest of the campus, to know that
Mr. Dyer's sentiments are not their own.
Thank you for your attention and con-
sideration to this delicate matter.
Alisa Meggison
Secretary of the Estabrooke HGB
• Meal plan
What the figures reveal will ruin one's appetite
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the letter
written by Jon Lewis in The Maine Cam-
pus, Monday, April 25, concerning the
Dining Services. He was responding to
Ryan Haskell' s letter, "Meal Money Be-
ing Eaten by Greed." These letters in-
trigue me, so I thought I would do a
little bit of homework and see if my
situation seemed a bit unfair, too. Sur-
prise, surprise, it does!
I am on the 7-meal plan. According to
Mr. Lewis, Dining Services "believes that
a $3.68 meal ... is a good value." In this
aspect, I agree. There aren't too many
places where one can get a variety of
food for that amount of money. For seven
meals of the week, at least, I believe I am
getting a fair shake. It's those other twelve
meals I have to take care of where I feel
I'm getting screwed.
If every meal we eat is $3.68, (Mr.
Lewis's figures, not mine), than on my
particular plan, this is $25.76 weekly. Mul-
tiplied by the 15 weeks we are here brings
me up to a grand total of $386.40. On the
7-meal plan, we are allotted $400 per se-
mester. We are responsible for the remain-
ing 12 meals a week. Multiplying 12 meals
times 15 weeks equals 180 meals our Mai-
neCard has to cover. Divide $400 by 180
meals, and you will be able to spend only
$2.22 per meal! $2.22 won't buy you much
at Burger King or Kentucky Fried Chick-
en, will it? Well, it won't but you a heck of
a lot at the Southside or Hilltop market,
either. These stores have grossly inflated
the prices on many of their items. Whether
this is on purpose or not, I'm not sure, but
I did a price comparison on some of the
items sold at these markets and at Shop 'n
Save. Here are a few of my results:
1. Kraft Macaroni & Cheese: $1.09 at
the markets on campus, 58 cents at Shop
'n Save.
2. Robin Hood Pizza Crust Mix: on
campus it's 69 cents, at Shop 'n Save, 39
• Hemp
Planting misleading information
To the Editor:
Last week at a small gathering in Som-
erset Hall, a representative of Cutler Health
Center demonstrated the corruption and in-
tellectual poverty of the University of
Maine's public policy. Favored over sci-
ence, history, religion and the Constitution
was the same old paternalistic and racist
inspired myth and false propaganda gener-
ated by narrow special interests during the
first four decades of this century and per-
petuated by ideological and financial inter-
ests since.
This degenerate state of events has caused
Professor Noam Chomsky (MIT's recipient
of Maine's highest honor in 1992, Doctor of
Humane Letters) and Michael Levine (top
DEA undercover agent of 25 years) to pro-
claim the Drug War "a complete and total
fraud." Those who care enough to be accu-
rately informed find that our defacto plant
prohibitions were installed before or with-
out the benefit of any medical/scientific re-
search.
The parroting of the corrupt federal line
by Dr. Robert Dana, his staff and apolo-
gists is a shame and a scam. Operating
from false premises (that; verboten vegeta-
bles are inherently more dangerous than
common state sanctioned drugs and that
most adults are incapable of making deci-
sions in their own best interests) misleads
students and citizens about the intrinsic harm
potential of commonly available substanc-
es and encourages acceptance of a big broth-
er control mentality.
These prohibitionists, in effect, enrich
organized crime, corrupt law enforcement,
pack the prisons, defraud the tax payer,
cheat the farmer, lie to children and cate-
gorically deny the inalienable right of Maine
citizens to decide their own personal health
regime or medical protocol with God's holy
seed bearing herbs, without interference
from state, corporate or private interests
(while not injuring the person or property
of another.)
Robert C. Stuart
Lincoln
cents.
3. Ramen Noodles: here, 4/$1. Shop
'n Save 6/$1.
4. 12-pack of soda, Here $5.29, off
campus, $3.99.
If one was to pay $3.68 for every meal
they eat here on campus, a person on the
7-meal plan would have to add $262.40
to their MaineCard (180 meals times
$3.68). This is crazy. I'm paying over
$1,000 for my meal plan, yet I'm actually
receiving $786.40. Where did my other
three or four hundred dollars go?
Amy Tarr
Kennebec Hall
Send Letters to the
Editor on either
MacAct or by mailing
them to:
Letters to the Editor:
The Maine Campus
Suite 7A, 5743 Lord Hall,
Orono, ME, 04469-5743
The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit all
submissions on the basis
of length, taste and libel.
Letters should be no longer
than 250 words.
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By Patric Walker
For Friday, April 29.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
dispute seems to have knocked you off stride.
You may even have lost sight of your most
cherished ambitions. Encouraging aspects on
your anniversary, however, urge you to fight
back and, if necessary, seek legal advice to
put the pressure on rivals.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Over the
next few days, you will experience sudden
and inexplicable flashes of inspiration. Set
your own course, therefore, and stick to it,
even when colleagues or close companions
give you a hard time.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Courage,
optimism and industry are all relevant words
now. If you add humility and caution when
handling affairs of the heart, a breakthrough
is guaranteed.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): There is
bound to be a confrontation over finances.
Arm yourself with all the relevant facts. What-
ever the outcome, know that in the future you
can't be so trusting or naive.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): So much
seems to be going on behind the scenes that
you probably feel like a complete outsider.
Rest assured that what others are plotting is
about to backfire in spectacular fashion. Sit
back and enjoy the show.
LEO (July 23-August 22):
Decisive planetary influences now relate
to certain important areas of your life —
meaning that coming together is a beginning,
keeping together is progress, working togeth-
er is success.
VIRGO (August 23-September 22): If
your instincts tell you to back off and take
expert advice, on no account go against them.
What you may learn could well save you a lot
of worry and aggravation — as well as mon-
ey — in the weeks ahead.
LIBRA (September 23-October 22): A
financial, domestic or property arrangement
must be reorganized — either because of
unforeseen developments in your private life
or because you no longer have the same un-
derstanding or rapport with someone you once
cared for and respected.
SCORPIO (October 23-November 21):
Try to keep the lines of communication open
and don't be too concerned about defending
yourself. You will soon see just how impor-
tant it is to drive a hard bargain at this mo-
ment and safeguard your long-term security.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-Decem-
ber 21): Don't even attempt to put the pres-
sure on over finances until well into next
week, because the planetary setup is confused
and misleading. No matter how your finan-
cial position looks, the picture will change
again almost immediately.
CAPRICORN (December 22-January
19): Several delays will disappear as quickly
as they arrived today. Don't let your new
sense of confidence mislead you. The pitfalls
are still there — only a bit harder to see.
AQUARIUS (January 20-February 18):
You're not in the habit of taking risks or
making snap decisions. If you are to take the
fullest advantage of some amazing planetary
aspects, you must change the habits of a life-
time and say yes to what is being offered.
PISCES (February 19-March 20): You
should have no qualms about pushing ahead
with long-term aims. In fact, you can put into
practice ideas that you have kept to yourself
far too long.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Saturday, April 30
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You seem to be so on edge that you have
almost reached a point of believing that it
would be better to force a break in one ex-
tremely important relationship. But what tran-
spires over the next month or so should allay
your fears.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): You may
be tired of putting yourself out. But this is not
the time to make waves, either personally or
professionally. In fact, where business mat-
ters are concerned, be on your guard at all
times.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Try not to
let difficult situations sap your confidence.
Wherever possible, distance yourself from
individuals who are not on your wavelength.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Although
this may be a somewhat frustrating time, you
have a marvelous opportunity to recharge
your batteries and plan what your next major
move will be. The less you attempt the more
you will achieve.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): This may
be one of those times when others blow hit and
cold or keep you waiting. Yet colleagues have
pushed their luck once too often and not it is
time to lay down the law in no uncertain terms.
LEO (July 23-August 22): Don't put the
cart before the horse concerning family and
career matters. If you analyze your anger or
frustration, you'll see that life really is what
happens when you're busy making other plans.
VIRGO (August 23-September 22): Be-
ing forced to decide where your affections
and loyalties lie should not worry you undu-
ly. Simply stand your ground, be true to your-
self and don't allow others' selfish motives
tie you to the unhappy past.
LIBRA (September 23-October 22):
You appear to be having some misgivings
about a long-term commitment. Partners
haven't exactly been towers of strength late-
ly. Be sure you're on safe ground financially
before going the distance.
SCORPIO (October 23-November 21):
You are now in an ideal position to take the
initiative, and whether your current problems
be personal or professional, make others aware
there can be no more talk. The game must be
played your way or not at all.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-Decem-
ber 21): You appear to be desperate to alter
the working pattern of your life. Take it easy
at first. Otherwise you could place an unnec-
essary strain on key relationships or strain
yourself physically.
CAPRICORN (December 22-January
19): You are faced with situations that call
for strength of character and courage, and you
could easily find yourself out on a limb. You
must call upon every ounce of self-control if
you are to avoid making life difficult for
yourself.
AQUARIUS (January 20-February 18):
Although long-term plans are up in the air,
you at last seem to realize that some kind of
reorganization of family affairs is a must.
You simply need the confidence to carry out
what should have been done around the turn
of the year.
PISCES (February 19-March 20): You
are still of two minds concerning which way
to turn or whose advice to trust. All you really
need to do is have faith in your own instincts,
even if this means putting travel or social
plans on hold for a while.
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se Pierre's
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59 Cheer (for)
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66 Tom Joad, e.g.
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1 Gel
2 Reagan
Secretary of
State
3 Wile E.
Coyote's supply
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5 1990 Kathy
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Puzzle by Norma Stein be rg
26 Awaken
27 Goof
28 Pattern
29 TV lawyer 
Marshall
30 Leonardo's
hometown
31 Author Jong
32 Of the kidneys
34 Singer Laine
38 Whiff
39 newt...'
42 Word before
march
45 Experience
47 Fancies
48 Tipped, in a way
so Verdun's river
Si Eatery
52 Kathleen Battle
offering
53 Holiday season
54 Takeout shop
ss Kitchener
56 Actress Spelling
57 Former
baseball
all-star Bando
60 Driver's aid
Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (75C each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Forum
• Only a week of newpapers left—if you've got an
event to publicize or ever wanted to try writing,
now's the time
What's
new cn
the arts
scene?
In the Near Future:
Groundbreaking: "Ceremony for
the Center for the Performing Arts," 3
p.m., Friday, April 29, between the Maine
Center for the Arts and Hauck Auditori-
um. Free.
Anthropology: "The Uses and Tra-
dition—The Politics of Women's Folk
Arts," by Joanne Mulcahy, anthropolo-
gist, folklorist and feminist scholar, of-
fered by the Dept. of Art, 7-8 p.m.,
Friday, April 29, 202 Carnegie Hall.
Free.
Concert: "Faculty Recital with Fred
Heath and Lillian Garwood," 8 p.m.,
Friday, April 29, 120 Lord Hall. Free.
Annual Dance Concert: 8 p.m., Fri-
day and Saturday, April 29-30, Hauck
Auditorium.
Bumstock: 6 p.m. to midnight, Fri-
day, April 29, and 2 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.,
Saturday, April 30, Hilltop Concert Shell.
Theater: "Twelfth Night," 3 p.m.,
Sunday, May 1, Maine Center for the
Arts. Admission.
Multi-media student art presenta-
tions: "Journey to Inner Realms: Re-
flections of Reality," a art show/poetry
reading and music by Elizabeth Emer-
ine, followed by "Liberation Front: Dis-
ABILITY and Identity in the '90s," a
spoken performance with visual imag-
ery by Michael J. Reynolds. Performance
begin at 7 p.m., Tuesday, May 3, Bangor
Lounge. Free.
On-Going Arts and
Entertainment:
"Black Dolls, Memorabilia and
Children's Literature, a Hudson Mu-
seum exhibit, April 5-July 3, Maine
Center for the Arts.
Everyday Life of Women in Mo-
rocco, a Hudson Museum photo exhibit,
part of UMaine' s Women's History Cel-
ebration, March 15-July 3, Maine Cen-
ter for the Arts. Call 581-1901.
Renaissance Manuscripts, a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, Fogler
Library display cases.
Campus Collection Sampler, a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, to be
announced, Hauck Gallery, Union.
Annual Student Art Show, a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, April
15-May 8, 1938 and Carnegie Galler-
ies.
Student Curator's Choice: An In-
stallation by Museum Interns, a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, April
25-July 4, Graphics Gallery, Union.
Candace Le Claire: Recent Work,
a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, March
3-May 9, Hole in the Wall Gallery,
Union.
Movie and Live Music, every Thurs-
day night at the Ram's Horn, 7:30 p.m.
Call 581-1734.
• Groundbreaking
Performing arts merge, construct new building
By Catherine Ross
Volunteer Writer
A change for the Departments of The-
atre/Dance and Music will begin with the
ground-breaking ceremony for the Center
for the Study of the Performing Arts to-
day.
Instead of being spread across campus as
is currently the case, these departments will
be housed in a new three-story building
connecting Hauck Auditorium and the Maine
Center for the Arts.
"It is an exciting idea and we feel it is a
natural combination," said Jane Snider, chair-
person of theatre/dance, said.
This construction is occurring simul-
taneously with President Fred Hutchin-
son' s downsizing plan to combine the de-
partments. The combining of the two de-
partments will eliminate one chairperson
position. The departments have a year to
work out the administrative details of the
merger.
Snider said she felt the impact of this
combination could be a positive one. The
mission of the downsizing plan is to im-
prove the quality of education while using
less resources. Snider did say, however, that
the reduction of resources could make it
"harder to move forward."
"It would be impossible to do more than
we are doing," she said.
Additional cutbacks in the future may
make it necessary for the departments to
reexamine their programs and prioritize
goals, according to Snider.
Ludlow Hallman, chairperson of the
Department of Music, said he feels this
combination will be a very positive change.
It will take a lot of work to protect the
identity and importance of each department
while maintaining and strengthening what
they have in common, according to Hall-
man.
He said he felt the strength and potential
of the merger will be realized because of
strong support from the community.
"If we can resolve differences between
the two departments, then years down the
road we hope that the Maine Center for the
Arts and the academic departments of the-
atre/dance and music will all seem as one,"
Hallman said.
A general arts education requirement for
all students is also something the music
chairman would like to see implemented at
the University of Maine.
"I feel that for any educated person, this
should be a simple part of everyone's life. It
raises the quality of one's life," he said.
The combination of construction on the
CSPA building and the joining of the aca-
demic departments are separate plans. The
fact that they may come within a year of
each other will be good for the university
community, as well as add another dimen-
sion to UMaine's image, according to Hall-
man.
He said he felt this change may be as
important to the university as the MCA, and
may do for the arts what the Alfond Arena
did for hockey.
Construction on the building will begin
this August, but the building may not be
available for use until September 1996. The
department merger will go into effect this
fall.
H ea a passms
By Jeoff Tardif
Staff Writer
Cradle Of Thorns
Feed Us
Triple X Records
Shove six-inch spikes covered in honey
through your hands and feet to discover a
new sense of pleasure and pain. The feelings
are the same when you put the new disc from
Cradle of Thorns into the CD player, jack up
the volume and let the music power over
your body like a sonic title wave.
Cradle of Thorns is a new Industrial/
Gothic outfit from the West Coast. While
most of the present day Industrial/Aggro
music from America originated in Chicago
or in the East, the West is now poised to over
take these giants. The West has a prevalent
Gothic, dark brooding underground Gothic
rock movement, and it is from this pool that
Cradle Of Thorns take their influences
The six members, Ty Elem, vocals; Tam-
era Slayton, vocals; Rohan, keyboards and
samples; David File, guitars; Kris Kohls,
drums and percussion and Scat Elis, bass,
conjure up apocalyptic visions of modern
society, sexual gratification and the all hell
these subjects can be.
The music is accented by the angst rid-
den distorted male voice combined with an
angelic, sweet ethereal female vocals. The
two singers harmonize and play off of each
other's voices to bring the listener to moun-
tainous peaks and devastating lows, all in
the space of four minutes.
All songs, aside from the 18 minute "My
Sister Sam," are terse packages of angst and
hatred tied together with the strong musi-
cianship, writing and creative sounds com-
ing from the group.
"Flesh" explores sexual attraction and
accentuates this theme by the use of the
sultry vocals of Slayton combined with El-
em's raspy voice. The crunch of guitars
makes the song sound as if a freight train
were barreling down the tracks toward cer-
tain oblivion. The time changes bring this
song from raging highs to sonic valleys to
develop the theme of the song.
"Lullaby For The Dead," opens with the
Cover off of Sausage's latest CD.
sound of pipe organ and uses a heavy punk
beat to support the whole composition. Once
again the vocals of Slayton bring vulnerabil-
ity to the song as the tension builds into a
thundering crescendo.
The song "Transparent Jesus," examines
the questioning of ones faith in a godless
world. Samples are used in this song to
accentuate the feeling of helplessness due to
lack of trust in modern faith.
See HEADSPINS
on page 16
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• Workshop
Poet discusses mixed feelings about Maine
By Damon Osora
Staff Writer
This week, Orono-area residents cele-
brated the return of native poet Leo Connel-
lan who, in addition to a Tuesday reading at
university poetry classes, spoke throughout
the morning Wednesday at an area high
school, and gave an evening reading at the
Orono Public Library.
Anticipation for Connellan' s second visit
in as many years was high at Orono High
School, where the Shelly Memorial Award
recipient spoke to all Junior and Senior level
Poet Leo Connellan reconstructs one of his poems with a class. (File photo.)
STUDENT RUSH TICKETS
611111"111111111r1
Twelfth Night
by William Shakespeare
Sunday, May 1 at 3:00 pm
Alas, our revels are all but ended and we are pleased to go
out with a Shakespearean bang. Twelfth Night is the bard
at his comedic best, as mistaken identity prevails, and
language is twisted in the most delightful ways.
The Acting Company is acclaimed for bringing high
production values and a young, highly talented ensemble
of American actors from all cultural and ethnic backgrounds,
to diverse audiences nationwide.
MAINE CENTERFOR ARTSRT University of Maine,
Orono, Maine 04469-5746
$5 Rush Tickets Available - 2 Per Student w/UM ID
9 am-4 pm (4/29) & 1:30 pm-3 pm (5/1)
Ticket Information 581-1755 TDDTTTY (Hearing Impaired Services) 581-1888
No Refunds or Exchanges on Previously Purchased Tickets
his mother when he was seven years old.
Connellan prefaced a reading of "By the
Blue Sea," with the reminder, "there was a
time when a certain social attitude prevailed,
and the men were just as lost as the girls,"
adding, "I tried to write something that I
hope makes you angry."
Although Connellan told his audience,
"It means more to me to be home with
you than all the places I go," he did not
hide the fact that his attitude toward his
home state is an uneasy mix of both
loyalty and contempt.
"The real Maine is, for anybody from
"The real Maine is, for anybody from Maine, there's
nothing here for you," Connellan said.
English classes.
Several students were so taken by Con-
nellan' s last appearance that they began a
group known as "The Leo Club." On
Wednesday, members proudly sported T-
shirts bearing not only the likeness of their
favorite poet, but also the inscription, "Read
Connellan, or be prosaic."
When asked what is so appealing about
Connellan's work, Orono High School stu-
dent Eric Wentworth replied, "He's very
free, and open. He says what he wants to say
without ever being uptight."
Connellan began with a few of his first
reflections on Maine ("Lobster Claw" &
"Sea Gulls Wait"), and moved into readings
from his poem, "The Clear Blue Lobster-
Water Country," which details the death of
Maine, there's nothing here for you," Con-
nellan said. "I'm poet-in-residence at Con-
necticut State University. Why don't I work
at the University of Maine?"
Connellan' s impression of the area is
echoed in one of his new poems, "Maine," in
which he describes the state as one that,
"...draws sighs of erotic delight from tour-
ists but ignores, betrays, kills its own..."
The poet's work was obviously appreci-
ated by the students, to whom he offered the
heartfelt advice, "Nobody is better than you
are. You've just got to believe in your-
selves."
Before departing for a television inter-
view Connellan freely granted autograph
requests, joking, "Because I'm half dead
these books are worth more if! sign them."
2nd floor @
C1--) 36 central st.
batty, me.
9w2900
FC
We earrYalternative, rap,
reggae, techno, jazz, country,
top 40 & more.
New & used CDs, cassettes,
albums & singles.
Special orders & trade-ins
available.
College IDs receive an ; Check
x-tra I Alice
discount. I To,
I JuReceive an x-tra 10% off with any
purchase over $10 on any regular priced r_m
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• Film review
Pesci makes the grade with new movie
(AP)—It's a sure-fire film formula: A
free-spirited stranger suddenly appears among
a clutch of uptight individuals, transforms
their lives with his forceful personality, then
moves on.
It has worked from "Picnic" to "Down
and Out in Beverly Hills" to "The Fisher
King." But seldom has it been employed
more engagingly than in the new Warner
Bros. release "With Honors."
The comedy-drama is tailor-made for Joe
Pesci, currently the screen's favorite rascal.
He's the tattered, bearded, scruffy Simon Wild-
er, who prides himself in beimanuscript hos-
tage, demanding food and favors for each page.
Gradually, Simon enters the lives of four
house-sharing students. They are: Fraser, a
scholar under the thumb of a reactionary
professor; Moira Kelly, a bright, competitive
student; Patrick Dempsey, a bearded throw-
back to the anarchic '60s; Josh Hamilton, a
nervous, prissy med student.
The comedy arises from Simon's noisy
challenge to the absurdities of the world
around him. Gradually, the tone turns somber
as Simon's health deteriorates and the stu-
dents lose their fear and contempt of him.
Director Alek Keshishian, a recent Har-
vard graduate who directed Madonna's
"Truth or Dare," captures the campus atmo-
sphere and allows each of the four young
students to register as individuals.
HeadSpins from page 14
Other songs on the album explore themes of
mass murder, "My Sister Sam (Bleed)", lack of
a paternal figure "Father's Day" and issues of
modem race relations "Ignore Your Race."
What makes Cradle Of Thorns move
ahead in Industrial/Gothic music, is the ad-
dition of a female vocalist in a genre were
male vocals are distorted and anger is the
predominate emotion in the music. Cradle
Of Thorns takes an emotional look at music
with the addition of Slayton on vocals. The
addition of female vocals may soon become
a trend in modern Industrial/Gothic music.
Question your faith by discovering the
"Feed Us" in a Cradle Of Thorns.
Sausage
Riddles Are Abound Tonight
Atlantic/Interscope/Prawn Song
Hey, have you heard the new Primus
yet? At least that's what I thought when this
album by Sausage came out. Actually there
is good reason to make the correlation be-
M A IN ST. MOUNTAIN BIKE
Authorized Dealer
Giant • Cignal • Wheeler
2 No. Main St.,
Old Town
827-0200
0731
We will match anyone's prices.
11"1" 
ua‘
Once
concert
day & saturday • april 29 & 30 • 8pm • hauck auditorium
tickets: 97 or free w/um iii
call 581-1755 for reservations & information
if 11. kts IjWWI Wt Oil frem IitI gesaitapoid twin WM MIMI Ina POW MI INAfart WIFli Ifs
tween Sausage and Primus because they
both share the same bassist, Les Claypool.
Claypool claims the band Sausage, which
is Claypool on bass, Jay Lane on drums and
Todd Huth on guitar, is composed of the
original lie-up of Primus.
Sausage sounds strikingly similar to its
brother Primus, but there is a more prevalent
jazz element to the songs. Still present is
Claypool's unique style of bass playing.
The frantic bass lines and disjointed musical
backdrop are accompanied by the half spo-
ken, half shouted lyrics about the fringe
element of American society.
Songs like "Prelude To Fear," "Toyz
1988," and "Caution Should Be Used While
Driving A Motor Vehicle Or Operating
Heavy Machinery," delve into the demented
world of back woods, average Joe on a bad
trip, salt of the earth, wrong time wrong
place people and situations prevalent in most
of Claypool's songs.
Musically this album is more of a struc-
tured jam, unlike Primus' s highly structured
jazz influenced compositions. The album
has the feel of sitting around the studio with
Claypool and a couple of guest musicians
listening to what they concoct next. The
songs even have noticeable mistakes, but
these mistakes only add to the loose and
flowing feel "Riddles Are Abound Tonight"
conveys to the listener.
"Toyz 1988" is a dark piece about wind
up toys coming to a stop. The interrupted
notes played on bass give the song the feel of
mechanical motion.
"Temporary Phase" is a withdrawn, jazzy
song that rolls along with a strong and sim-
ple bass line. All the instruments on this
track lay back and let the guitar take prece-
dence. This is definitely the most straight
forward song on the album.
The title track, "Riddles Are Abound
Tonight," takes its sound more directly from
the works of Primus. The guitar stays in the
background for the verse and squelches pierc-
ingly in the chorus. The bass beats, bounce
from note to note along a disjointed journey
through the song. The drums also are imme-
diate and frantic as the whole song comes
together.
Some fans of Primus may be a bit disap-
pointed in the sound of Sausage, but try to
remember this is not a new Primus album This
is the warped vision of Claypool off on a frolic
of his own. Other fans may find this sojourn a
tasty prelude to the next Primus album and a
way to hear another side of Claypool. Whatev-
er your opinion, this album is a work of sonic
art, more along the lines of Jackson Pollack,
rather than Leonardo Di Vinci.
Try to answer the question why "Riddles
Are Abound Tonight," and have an extra
helping of Sausage.
Stillwater Village Apartments is now renting for the fall semester.
1-2-3 bedroom apartments starting at $385 for one bedroom apartments, $545
for two bedroom apartments and $710 for three bedroom apartments,
heat and hot water included. 3 lease option available to students
All apartments have stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, garbage
disposal & tiers for balconies. Call 866-2658.
Do High CD Prices Leave You
With a Bad Taste in Your Mouth?
866-7874 Better See tha Doc 866-7874
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SportsNews
• UMaine hockey, basketball teams sign recruits
• UMaine softball set for weekend action
• Cooper, Darwin lead Sox over A's
The Campus
Sports Ticker
AL denies Budig in line
for presidency
NEW YORK (AP) — The American
League denied that University of Kansas
chancellor Gene Budig has been recom-
mended by a search committee to suc-
ceed Bobby Brown as president. Budig
said he had not been offered the job, and
two members of the search committee
said no decision had been made. The
New York Times, citing two unidenti-
fied executives, reported the search com-
mittee had recommended Budig.
Jays' Carter sets
April mark
ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) — Tor-
onto's Joe Carter set a major league
record by driving in his 30th run in April
with a first-inning single in the Blue
Jays' 11-3 loss to Texas. He had been
tied with Ron Cey (1977), Dale Murphy
(1985) and Dave Winfield (1988). Col-
orado's Andres Galarraga has 28 RBIs
this month.
Jordan streak ends at 13
GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP)—Micha-
el Jordan's 13-game hitting streak ended
with an 0-for-4 performance in Birming-
ham's 3-1 victory over Greenville in the
Southern League. He's hitting .304 in 56
at-bats.
Clips withdraw
offer to 'Nique
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The Los
Angeles Clippers have withdrawn their
original $8 million, two-year offer to
forward Dominique Wilkins, his agent
said. Steve Kauffman also said that
Clippers executive vice president
Andy Roeser acted unprofessionally
by trying to negotiate directly with
Wilkins.
David Robinson tops in
NBA computer rankings
NEW YORK (AP) — San Antonio
center David Robinson, who edged Or-
lando's Shaquille O'Neal for the NBA
scoring title, won the NBA's IBM award.
Robinson had 113.8 points and O'Neal
113.8 in the computerized rating that
determines a player's overall contribu-
tion to his team's success.
More rumors surround
Lakers coaching vacancy
CINCINNATI (AP) — University of
Cincinnati coach Bob Huggins denied a
report that the Los Angeles Lakers have
spoken with him about their coaching
job. The New York Daily News reported
that Huggins met Tuesday with Lakers
general manager Jerry West.
• UMaine softball
Black Bears prepare for Drexel, Delaware
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
The University of Maine softball squad
can take control of its conference tournament
seeding this weekend at Lengyel Field.
The Black Bears face Drexel University
Friday in a North Atlantic Conference dou-
bleheader before the University of Delaware
comes to Orono for another doubleheader
Sunday morning.
Should UMaine sweep all four NAC
games, the Black Bears would clinch first
place in the league, marking the first time a
team other than Boston University has won
the conference title.
The Drexel Dragons, 11-21 overall and 2-
2 in the conference, have struggled in the
field this season and come into Friday's games
losers of five of their last six games.
Chris Nalley, a sophomore pitcher/out-
fielder, has been a bright spot for the Drag-
ons, leading the league with 29 stolen bases.
Delaware, 5-1 in the NAC, has set many
team records this season offensively for hits
(229), RBI (139) and doubles (51).
Lisa Myers (junior outfielder/pitcher) and
Allison Gladwell (junior first baseman) have
See SOFTBALL
on page 19
UMaine pitcher Deb
(Boyd photo.)
Smith unloads a pitch in early-season softball action
• UMaine sports notebook
Men's basketball, hockey teams announce recruits
By John Black
Sports Writer
The University of Maine men's basket-
ball team beefed up their front-line Wednes-
day when they received NCAA Letters of
Intent from two recruits.
Angelo Thomas, a 6-foot-9 center from
Greenfield (Mass.) High School and Greg
Logan, 6-6 center from Kankakee College
in Illinois, will begin play for UMaine coach
Rudy Keeling's squad in the fall.
Thomas averaged 27.5 points, 10 re-
bounds, and three blocked shots this season
for Greenfield. He was named the outstand-
ing player in western Massachusetts.
Logan averaged 15 points and 10 re-
bounds at Kankakee. He's regarded as a
solid two-way player.
The two signees brings the list to four
and leaves UMaine with one scholarship left
for 1994-95.
Already bound for Orono are Matt Moore,
a 6-3 guard and Eric Powers a 6-7 forward.
Both are junior college players with two
years of eligibility remaining.
The Black Bears are losing guard Deonte
Hursey, forward Francois Bouchard, and
forward Ed Jones, all seniors.
The men's basketball team wasn't the
only team busy lining up talent for next
season.
Six hockey recruits signed on, with the
emphasis on offense.
Heading the list is center Dany Bousquet,
who tallied 76 goals and 76 assists for Pen-
ticton of the British Columbia Junior Hock-
ey League.
Bousquet must first pass his SATs be-
fore becoming eligible to play Division I
Ed Jones (21) won't be back next season, but UMaine men's basketball coach
Rudy Keeling has landed four recruits for next years' team. (Boyd photo.)
athletics.
Left winger Jamie Thompson, a member
of the national championship team, returns
to Orono after leaving for academic reasons.
Thompson had 31 goals and 42 assists in 49
games for the Omaha Lancers of the U.S.
Junior Hockey League.
Forward Shawn Wansborough will also
be counted on to light the lamp next season.
Wansborough, a native of Deseronto,
Ontario, had 49 goals and 54 assists in 51
games for the Smiths Falls Bears of the
Ontario Junior Hockey League. He also
brings a physical presence to the game,
spending 224 minutes in the penalty box.
The defense, which figures to be the
See NOTEBOOK
on page 19
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It's a hit!
Dan Catlin and the UMaine baseball team host Vermont Saturday and
Sunday Mahaney Diamond. (Boyd photo.)
• MLB Thursday
Burks error costs Rockies
MIAMI (AP) — Alex Arias singled with
the bases loaded and an an error by center
fielder Ellis Burks capped a five-run rally
Thursday as Florida beat Colorado 8-7.
Colorado lost despite homers by Burks,
Dante Bichette and Roberto Mejia. Andres
Galarraga tied a National League record
with his 29th RBI in April.
The eighth inning began with Colorado
ahead 7-3, but Jerry Browne hit a leadoff
single. Gary Sheffield walked, and Orestes
Destrade' s RBI single chased Greg Harris.
Benito Santiago's RBI single off Willie
Blair (0-1) made it 7-5, and Bret Barberie
singled to load the bases for Arias. Two runs
scored on Arias' hit and Barberie came
around from first when Burks overran the hit
and bobbled the ball trying to barehand it.
Rob Nen (1-1) pitched one inning, and
Jeremy Hernandez pitched the ninth for his
third save.
Cubs 5, Astros 3
HOUSTON (AP) — Mitch Williams put
the go-ahead run on base in the 1 1 th inning
with a two-out walk, then allowed another
run to score on a wild pitch Thursday as
Chicago beat Houston 5-3.
Karl Rhodes hit a pair of homers as the
Cubs stopped a three-game losing streak.
Chuck Crim (1-0) pitched 22-3 innings and
Randy Myers pitched the 11th inning for his
third save.
Williams (0-2) walked pinch-hitter pi-
die Zambrano with two outs in the 11th and
Zambrano took third on Steve Buechele' s
single. Shortstop Andujar Cedeno couldn't
handle Rey Sanchez' s bouncer, and Sanchez
scored on the play. Buechele took third and
See MLB
on page 20
D JDR Computer Services
Term Papers, Resumes
Shareware Programming - Tutors - Games
Send for a Complete Catalog of Shareware and
Desktop Publishing to:JDR
Pre-Formatted
5 1/4" Blank Dislcs
also available
Belfast, sBt,ox 9e20049150 Call 338-9653 P.O.B 
Over 3,500 Shareware Programs, commercial software and database services.
live in style...
2 bedroom, luxury apartments
walking distance to campus
may & september occupancy available
1 & 1/2 bathrooms, fireplace, washer/dryer, microwave,
spiral staircase, skylight, heat & hot water,
maximum of 4 people
call 866-2265 or 884-7464
hubbard farms
• NBA playoffs
Knicks searching for
way to beat Nets
By Bill Barnard
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The New York
Knicks must face the bald truth when they
face underdog New Jersey in the playoffs:
They were outplayed by the Nets in four of
five regular-season games.
The Knicks, who ran away with the At-
lantic Division and won 12 more games than
the Nets, have several ideas — frivolous and
strategic — about how to reverse the string
of losses against their cross-Hudson River
rivals.
Four Knicks — Charles Oakley, Derek
Harper, Charles Smith and Herb Williams
have shaved their heads for Friday night's
opener of the best-of-7 series.
More seriously, New York wants to neu-
tralize a huge advantage at the free-throw
line by the Nets, who outscored the Knicks
128-74 at the line in the five games.
"They were getting to the free-throw
line because of the ability of Kenny Ander-
son and Derrick Coleman to draw fouls,"
coach Pat Riley said. "And when we over-
help or over-double team, players like Kevin
Edwards and Jayson Williams are putting
the ball on the floor and taking it to guys."
There's a danger that trying to cut down
on fouls would temper the Knicks' aggres-
siveness, and key ingredient in their suc-
cess. But Riley said many of the fouls New
York committed against the Nets were not
from being too aggressive.
"We gave guys maybe four free throws
a quarter because we're fouling on the pe-
rimeter," Riley said. "I would say 30 per-
cent of their free throws came in those non-
threatening situations. We've got to play
smarter."
Riley hopes the team will be bolstered by
the return of John Starks, out since March
with a left knee injury. Starks, an All-Star
this-season, will not start, however, as Hu-
bert Divis will continue in his place.
The Knicks, who left the New York area
this week to practice at Charleston, S.C.,
also welcomed back key reserve forward
Anthony Mason, who was suspended by
Riley for insurbordination and missed the
last three games.
The Nets got a setback Thursday when
center Benoit Benjamin injured his left shoul-
der in an auto accident. Doctors said the
injury was minor, and he is expected to play
in the opener.
Benjamin at less than full strength would
be a major worry for Nets coach Chuck Daly,
whose biggest problem is containing Ewing.
"All I ever see (on tape) is people walk-
ing away from him, letting him have wide-
open shots," Daly said. "It makes me so
mad. You leave him open, it's automatic
he's going to get 30. It's like shooting ducks
in a pond."
Anderson, the Nets' third-year point
guard, predicts that New Jersey will contin-
ue its success against the Knicks.
"If I play the way I'm capable of play-
ing, they're going to be in trouble," Ander-
son said.
Karsay say:
ow, my elbow.
The Student
Needs Volunteers For Next Semester!
Earn CREDIT Hours More Info. Call Counseling Center 1-4020
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-11 ri
kfl 1 man saw am am mem al mom am ims ION ONO '=11'i
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• NFL
1994 schedule full of surprises
NEW YORK (AP) — The 1994 NFL
schedule is filled with firsts, from Fox Net-
work's opening telecast featuring Super
Bowl champion Dallas vs. Pittsburgh to the
first matchup of father and son coaches —
Miami's Don Shula vs. Cincinnati's David
Shula.
The Cowboys, under new coach Barry
Switzer, begin their bid for an unprecedent-
ed third straight Super Bowl title on Sunday,
Sept. 4 when they visit Pittsburgh. It will be
the first regular-season NFL game televised
by Fox, which outbid CBS for rights to NFC
games.
The Buffalo Bills, who have lost the last
four Super Bowls, open their season Sept. 4
against the New York Jets.
The first Sunday night game on TNT
will match San Diego at Denver. ABC's
Monday night series kicks off its 25th year
with the Los Angeles Raiders at the San
Francisco 49ers. San Francisco receiver Jer-
ry Rice needs only three touchdowns to pass
Jim Brown as the NFL's all-time TD leader.
The second week of the season will be
highlighted by Montana's matchup against
the 49ers, the team he led to four Super Bowl
championships. The 49ers visit Arrowhead
Stadium on Sept. 11 to take on Montana's
Kansas City Chiefs.
Norv Turner, who left his offensive co-
ordinator job in Dallas to become coach in
Washington, will lead his new team against
his old team twice, on Oct. 2 in Washington
and Nov. 20 in Dallas.
The battle of the Shulas will take place Oct.
2 in a Sunday night game in Cincinnati. Don
Shula is the winningest coach in NFL history
with a 309-143-6 mark, while son David is 8-
24 in two years as the Bengals' coach.
The regular season concludes on Dec.
26, and the playoffs begin with wild-card
games on Dec. 31 and Jan. 1. The divisional
playoffs take place on Jan. 7-8, followed by
the AFC and NFC championship games on
Jan. 15.
The Super Bowl will be played two weeks
later, on Jan. 29 at Miami's Joe Robbie
Stadium.
The NFL returns to a single bye-week
schedule in 1994, with each team playing its
16-game schedule over 17 weeks. There
will be byes from weeks four through 11.
Fifty-eight games are scheduled for na-
tional television. Fox or NBC will televise a
Sunday doubleheader game to most of the
nation each week, and ABC will show 17
Monday night games.
ABC also will televise the Super Bowl
and the Pro Bowl.
Notebook from page 17
Black Bears strongest position, will see two
more players vying for ice-time.
Brian White, from Burlington, Mass.,
scored seven goals and collected 28 assists in
28 games for Arlington Catholic High School.
Also headed for Alfond are defenseman
Jeff Foster, who had 9 goals and 47 assists in
54 games for Smiths Falls. Tony Tempestil-
li, a 5-11 forward played last season with the
Montreal Bourassa of the Quebec AAA
Midget League. The 16-year-old forward
finished fifth in the league in scoring.
If you have questions, feel
free to ask us.
Interested in going to Europe Cheap
Maine Bound and Hostelling International
can get you there!
1
HOSTELLING
INTERNATIONAL
Memberships available at the
Maine Bound office
581-1794 BOUND
Mountain Bikes
$255.00-$2800.00
TFtEKusA
9 Pine St.
Orono
866-3525
MC, Visa, Discover
Hours:
Mon, Fri 9-5
T,W,Th 9-7
Sat 9-4
Closed Sunday
Coach of the Year
UMaine tip-off club president Gary West (right) presents Black Bear men's
baskeball coach Rudy Keeling with his NAC Coach of the Year Award and
plaque. (Courtesy photo.)
Softball from page 17
been the leaders for the Blue Hens, with
Gladwell holding an eight-game hitting streak.
Several players played a key role for the
Black Bears during four wins over Hartford
and Vermont in away contests.
Deb Smith continues to pace UMaine in
almost every offensive category, and added
two victories and a save in the pitching
circle.
Smith is now batting .426, with 4 homers
and 23 RBI, and has a 13-5 record as a
pitcher, a 1.51 ERA and 88 strikeouts in 125
innings.
Lisa Swain has also provided many offen-
sive fireworks, as she is second on the team in
batting at .387, with one homerun and 17 RBI.
Shortstop Kris Gorman, a senior from
Dracut, Mass., who had several key hits in the
four game sweep, leads the squad in RBI with
26 to compliment a .325 batting average
along with one homerun.
Shelly Lefevre, freshman first baseman
from Northbridge, Mass., had several key
hits to raise her average to .327.
Friday's games start at 2 p.m., while ac-
tion Sunday starts at 10 a.m.
Trefoil (tre foil)-i. A plant with leaves
divided into three leaflets, as a clover; 2. any shape or deign simialr
to such a leaf; 3. a new, client-oriented corporation providing the
public with compeitively priced, quality services in the areas of
science, technology and computer hardware and software.
If you
...need custom hardware or software servies...
...are frustrated with your computer system...
...have a problem of a technical nature...
...are searching for solutions...
Call
Henfinve et SoRrare
raefoil, nc.
(207) 866-2619
+tir
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scored on Williams' wild pitch.
Red Sox 4, Athletics 1
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - Scott Coo-
per homered and doubled to drive in all of
Boston's runs as Boston beat Oakland 4-1
Thursday, extending the Athletics' losing
streak to 10 games.
It is the A's longest losing streak since
they dropped 11 straight from June 8-18,
1978.
Danny Darwin (4-1) allowed seven hits,
struck out seven in 6 2-3 innings. Jeff Rus-
sell pitched the ninth for his eighth save.
Todd Van Poppel (0-3) gave up six hits
over seven innings.
Mo Vaughn hit a one-out single in the
sixth. Van Poppel, who walked two and
struck out five, got Andre Dawson to fly out
before Cooper hit his sixth homer of the
season.
Van Poppel issued a leadoff walk in the
second inning to Vaughn and Dawson fol-
lowed with a double. Cooper doubled, scor-
ing Vaughn and Dawson.
Erickson no-hits Brewers Wednesday
Was Scott Erickson really pitching a no-
hitter and beating the Milwaukee Brewers
6-0 Wednesday night?
Yes, Erickson was back, sprinting to the
mound to start each inning, wasting no time
delivering each pitch.
"I kind of reverted back to the slider I
had a couple of years ago," the 26-year-old
right-hander said. "I was just throwing in
the pen the other day and it felt a little
different."
Erickson pitched Minnesota's first no-
hitter since Dean Chance in 1967. He struck
out five and hit a batter. He also walked four
- including two during a hold-your-breath
ninth inning that ended with left fielder Alex
Cole barely avoiding a collision with short-
stop Pat Meares to catch Greg Vaughn' s
shallow fly.
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-Earn up to
$2,000+/month on cruise ships or Land-
Tour companies. Summer & full-time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call 1-
206-634-0468 ext. C5067.
Boothbay Harbor waterside resort
now hiring for all positions. Preference
to applicants willing to be cross trained.
NO housing. Lee Metzger qo Lawnmeer
Inn, 2245 N. Beach Rd., Englewood, FL
34223 (813) 475-7725
Painters needed-In Camden/Rockland
area. Full summer job, earn $3000 to
$3500 plus bonuses. Need outdoor work
experience and good working ethics.
College Pro Painters 1-800-346-4649.
Cape Cod-UM student w/ snack bar
business now hiring. All positions, mgmt
potential. Call 866-4628
FERNALD SNACK BAR is hiring-'94-
95.
Bar Harbor-Rosalie's Pizza has seasonal
employment. All positions available.
Room provided. Preference if you can
stay through October. Call 942-6511 or
288-5666 keep trying.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT-
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teach-
ing basic conversational English abroad.
Japan, Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many em-
ployers provide room & board + other
benefits. No teaching background orAsian
languages required. For more informa-
tion call: (206) 632-1146 ext. 15067.
Alaska Summer Employment-Earn up
to $8000+ in two months. Room &
board! Transportation! Male/Female. No
experience necessary! (206) 545-4155
ext. A5067.
Orono Townhouse-Walk to UM, 2
bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, deck off LR, mod.
kit., base. Adult comm. $650/mo. 799-
1401 or 871-0112.
Orono-Rooms in private home. A two
minute walk to Univ. 866-2816.
Subletters needed in Hubbard Farms-
Starting early June. Call 866-0605.
Now renting 1,2,3 BR apts. + 4 BR
house. Most include heat + hot water.
Call Mike Freese 827-3718
Old Town-2nd floor apt. for rent. 3
bdrms, sun porch, lg. yard. Close to UM,
heat included. $600/mo. Please call eve-
nings 827-6078.
Subletters needed-2 BR, 2 bath, heat
+ hot water inc. $250/mo. Contact Terry
Hunt at 581-7984.
Summer sublet-Up to 4 people.
Washer/dryer, close to campus. Call 866-
0129 nights.
Looking for people to sublet an apart-
ment at Hubbard Farms for the summer.
Rent negotiable. Call 866-0449.
Old Town-1 & 2 bdrm apts. Heat & hot
water included. No pets. 827-7231.
May Term & summer sublet-6 bdrm
house avail. May 15. $150/person. 866-
2415.
Orono-Heated 2 BR apts., partially furn.
Within walking distance to Univ. Also,
two 4 BR apts. 866-2816.
Apt-Hubbard Farms-for summer. 1
room to sublet, furnished, util. inc. Wash/
dryer, 1 1/2 bath, rent neg. 866-7829.
Summer Sublet-Up to 4 people. Great
backyard, washer/dryer, fireplace, excel-
lent location, cheap. 866-7389.
Park Place now renting- 2 BR, 2 baths,
full basement. $600 heated. Eves. 866-
7427 or pager # 821-2277.
1 bdrm-Furnished, modern, professional
setting, summer or fall. $450. 945-5810
or 866-7708.
Apartments in Orono for rent: One
and two bedrooms. Call for more infor-
mation. 866-2518 or 866-3248.
122 Oak St. & 280 N. Main St. Old
Town-2 BR apt., heat & hot water
included. From $485/month. 827-
7231.
Orono-1 bdrm, furnished, quiet, very
clean, walk to campus, W/D on site.
Avail. 5/18 $450 or B/0. 866-7088
One 2 BR apt. left, due May 15th. Heat
& hot water inc. Call Kerry Olsen 941-
9539 leave message.
Sublet June-August: Walking distance
to campus. $170/mo. All util. incl. except
elec. Call 866-7792.
Apartments for summer subletting,
and possibly next school year, close to
campus. Call 866-2516 or 941-9113.
lost & found
Lost: Swiss Army knife keychain w/ two
keys to Ford Escort by Steamplant +
Penobscot. Call x6573.
Lost: Black leather wallet. If found, call
Brad 866-4464.
Lost: Dark blue USM bookbag on Mon.,
18th. If found, call Bob at 947-8487.
Lost: Dark brown hooded hunting jacket.
Lost in either Neville or Shibles Hall. Chris
x6679.
Found: Class ring in Stodder/Penobscot
parking lot 4/24. Call x6561.
5/2-5/6 Sales & Deals at Fernald Snk
Bar.
Matrix seeking hair care models. No
exp. needed. For info. Ann at 800-321-
2889 ext. 7755 or 207-883-8256.
Sign-up for IEEE Senior Banquet in
the EE office-today!
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy?
We'll help. Free pregnancy test. 942-
1611.
Pregnant? Thinking about adoption?
Caring couple wish to provide a warm
and loving family to your newborn.
Call Marge and Paul 1-800-316-
8859.
Pregnant? Michael and Joanne long to
share their hearts and home with a child.
Pls contact Atty Margaret Hall collect at
(603) 673-8323.
Cafe Night-Monday, 7:30, Hart Hall.
Live music, free ice cream & coffee. All
are welcome.
Orono Thrift Shop-From Main, take
Pine, 2nd rt. onto Birch. Open Wed 11-
4, Sat 11-2.
Resumes
Professionally prepared.
Downeast Temporary Services
Call 947-7541 for appointment.
EROS CONNECTION for ACTIVE
people-Call today...CONNECT TO-
NIGHT!!! 900-484-1300, 2.49/Min. 18+
or FANTASIES: 900-446-2200, 2.49/
min. 18+.
Roommate needed to share an apt. at
Hubbard Farms with 3 females for fall 94
to May 1995. Call 866-0038. Preferably
female.
Old Town-Quiet neighborhood, large
house, washer/dryer, microwave.
$200/month, utilities included. Call
827-8138.
Female to share 2 BR Stillwater apt.
Available Fall '94. Call 866-7147.
Female roommate needed to sublet
2 BR Stillwater apt. for the summer.
Avail. 5/14. For more info call 866-
7147.
Female roommate-10 minute drive to
UM. All utils. pd. incl. cable. $175/mo.
Call 827-6744 or 746-3686.
1 roommate to sublet from 6/5 to
Sept. Own room, $183 + util. Call Jen at
827-2143, leave message.
2 female roommates needed to share
2 BR apt. very close to campus. $151.67/
mo. + util. Michelle 866-5743.
Loft for sale, full desk with drawers-
Well built, easy to assemble-$50. Call
Mike at 866-7681.
Tan rug for dorm-121x11'; and fold-
out cushion/chair-$50 takes it all. Call
Tim at 581-6721.
10x50 mobile home-4 mi. to UM.
Very clean, partially furnished, W/D,
shed. Perfect for college student. 827-
0117.
Suspended double loft-With lad-
ders, $60. Call Petra or Denise at
581-7642.
Grad. senior selling microf ridge-Full
freezer, ex. cond. Perfect for dorm. Paid
$300, asking $145. Call now x6493.
Mountain Bike-Excellent cond. Must
sell-$150.00 or best offer. Call 866-
7810.
Acoustic guitar-Yamaha steel string,
all new strings, great condition-$125.
866-7950.
Thigh Creme-It works. Guaranteed.
945-4033.
Loose weight & have more energy
through an organic method. Works fast.
Call 945-4033.
Shogun road bike-Shimano compo-
nents look PP176 pedals. Near new cond.
Call Greg at x7521. $400 firm.
Mountain Bike-With U-lock. $50! Re-
frigerator: Holds 1 1/2 cases-$50. Wave
Machine: Only $30! Call x7473.
Wanted: To trade Sega Genesis with 2
controllers and Sonic 2 cartridges for
Supernintendo with Mario. Please call
Jeff at 827-7928.
persona s
To Choir Boy: Hope your scholarship
makes up for lost recess time! Congratu-
lations! Love, Tickles
Happy Graduation Jackass!! Love
M+K
To the rebel without a brain-Let's get
naked and bust a door-Your two fa-
vorite c***s
Trey G-What's up I'm graduating! I'm
outta here!! -Webbed feet
Babe-Congrats on your new job and
I'm psyched to have you here!! This is
what we need! -Love, your little man
Attention Seniors!!! Watch for times
and dates for Senior Week! May 2
through May 7.
Do you havefriends graduating? Stop
by the Maine Campus in the basement
of Lord Hall and place a personal ad for
them today!
